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Silica-Supported Palladium-Based Catalysts
for Clean Synthesis
Bjj

Duncan J. Macquarrie

Centre for Clean Technology, Department of Chemistry, University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD, England

Battsengel Gotov and Stefan Toma
Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Cornenius University, 84215 Bratislava, Slovakia

Research into supported palladium complexes is described. The complexes are immobilised
on porous silica supports using both grafting and templated sol-gel techniques. The resultant
complexes are efficient catalysts for various C-C bond forming reactions, including Heck,
Suzuki and allylic substitution. The catalysts are stable and can be easily recovered and reused,
making them suitable for cleaner processing.
Catalysts based on palladium (Pd) have provided some of the most effective and exciting
transformations in organic chemistry. A wide
range of couplmg reactions are known, including
the Heck (1-3), Suzuki (4-6) and Sonagashira reacall of which are efficient and have
tions 0,
excellent generality. Other transformations such as
hydrogenations and nucleophilic attack on allylic
electrophiles are also widely used. Carbonylations
represent a further class of reactions where carbon
to a wide range of
skeletons are elaborated, leauseful products.
Many of these reaction types have the additional benefit of providing efficient routes to many
products, avoiding the drawbacks of traditional
methods which can be much more wasteful and
inefficient. In the last few years, the replacement of
such older, polluting methodologies, by cleaner,
more efficient (in terms of chemical usage and
energy) processes has become increasingly important. This trend is likely to continue and intensify
as the use of environmentally more acceptable
production methods becomes more clearly identified with economic benefits from a more efficient
use of resources and increased public (and customer) acceptance of such practices.
Our work in York and Bratislava is aimed at
developing cleaner reaction systems for organic
synthesis. The major thrust of the work presented
here relates to the use of heterogeneous catalysis
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for (predominantly) liquid phase reactions. These
catalysts consist of a silica support, to which the
catalytic centre is covalently linked. This requires
the design and synthesis of ligand systems containing the -Si(OMe)3 unit, which allows the
anchorage of the catalyst in a robust manner.
The work described here highlights some of our
efforts in developing heterogeneous palladium catalysts for organic synthetic applications.

Catalyst Preparation
Our work relies on two types of catalyst support - amorphous mesoporous silica (such as
Kieselgel 60 or 100) in which the mesopores are
irregularly shaped with a wide distribution of sizes,
and micelle templated silicas (MTS) where the
mesopores are much more tightly controlled such
that the spread of pore diameters is much lower,
and the pore shapes are much more regular, being
typically cylindrical and fairly straight. The latter
supports are prepared by sol-gel synthesis of the
silica around a micelle template; in the method we
have chosen this is a long chain amine such as
I-aminododecane (8). Both materials can be treated with a suitable silane to form heterogeneous
catalysts, see Figure 1. In both types of support
(amorphous and MTS) the grafting follows similar
pathways, but typically more silane can be grafted
onto MTS (9, lo), essentially since it has a
much higher surface area (typically ca. 1000 m2g-'
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Fig. 1 Grafting of silanes onto a preformed silica surface to give a heterogeneous cata1.ys.t. The silica can be grufted
onto a micelle templated silica where pore size and shape are controlled and regular: or onto an amorphous
mesoporous silica where mesopores are a range of shapes and sizes

compared with 20C500 mz g-' for amorphous
silicas).
A second type of method has also been used, in
which the silica precursor, tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS), is co-condensed with the appropriate
silane in aqueous ethanol, to form directly the catalyst (or catalyst precursor), see Figure 2, (11, 12).
Generally, both types of catalyst have similar
activity profiles, but there are instances where considerable differences can be found (13). These
differences can be the expected diffusional
changes and pore size effects, or can be due to
more fundamental changes in the nature of the
bound group, although the latter is rare. Amhe
groups in these materials can, under certain circumstances, vary in nature. When grafted they are,
as expected, basic and nucleophilic, capable of acting as catalysts and as precursors to catalysts via,
for example, akylation or imine formation.
However, some of the co-condensed amine-containing materials (those prepared in ca. 50%
aqueous ethanol) display basicity but no nucle-

RSi(OR'+
(EtO), Si

rod - like
micelles

ophilicity, while others show normal behaviour
(14).The reasons for these differences are being
investigated, but are not yet clear.

Palladium Catalysts for the Heck
and Suzuki Reactions
We are interested in the heterogenisation of
palladium complexes as catalysts for C-C bond
formation, in particular the Heck (1-3) and Suzuki
couplings (4-6). Three important goals need to be
realised in developing such catalysts: first, activity
and selectivity must be high, second, recoverability and reusability must be achievable, and third, we
must be confident that no metal leaches into solution as this would both contaminate the product
and result in the heterogeneous catalyst being no
more than a complex way of dissolving palladium.
Catalysts
In order to develop stable catalysts, our initial
efforts centred around carboxylic acid materials
which had been prepared for another project (15).

@

template

remwe

Fig. 2 Sol-gel synthesis of micelle templated silica catalyst supports. The silica precursoc tetraethoxysilane9is
co-condensed with the appropriate silane (in aqueous ethanol)for the catalyst or catalyst precurso,: The shape of the
mesoporesformed are typicallv cylindrical and quite regular with a small spreud of pore diameters
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Fig. 3 Carbox?/late-supportedpalladium catalysts; these catalysts are supported eqicivulents of Pd( OAc), and the
support is MTS. L is a ligand. probably OAc but possibly a second silica-bound ligand

These materials can have loadings as high as
4 mmol g-' and are easily prepared from cyanoethyl
MTS or cyanoethyl silica by acid hydrolysis of the
nitrile function. These would give supported
equivalents of Pd(OAc)z, see Figure 3. These catalysts are found to be active in both Heck and
Suzuki coupling reactions, but their lifetime is relatively short. On reuse, activity drops to almost
zero and, although activity can be restored to some
extent by washing, the lifetimes of the catalysts are
too low to be of real interest.
A second generation of catalysts was then prepared. This involved the approach taken in the
synthesis of supported chromium oxidation catalysts (16), namely the use of imine-based ligands on
the surface. The phenolate system failed to give
particularly good catalysts, but the pyridine-based
ligand performed much better, and is now the ligand of choice for these catalysts (17).
The preferred synthetic method involves the
preparation of an aminopropyl-containingsilica or
MTS, followed by the formation of the ligand by
imine formation with pyridine-2-carboxaldehyde
and subsequent complexation with palladium
acetate, see Figure 4.It was found that the solvent
for the complexation of the metal was critical to

the success of the catalyst - acetone as solvent was
by far the best of the solvents tried, with toluene
and ethanol giving much less stable catalysts.
In order to fully remove uncomplexed palladium species, the catalyst was thoroughly extracted
with refluxing acetone, then ethanol, followed by
toluene and finally acetonitrile for a total of 27
hours.
Elemental analysis indicated that the attachment of pyridine ligands to the aminopropyl
groups was essentially complete in the case of the
MTS catalysts, and was around 80 per cent complete in the silica-based materials. In both cases,
approximately 50 per cent of the hgands were
complexed by palladium (giving loadings of ca.
0.2-0.5 mmol g-' Pd), fairly typical of post-complexation and thorough washing. Infrared analysis
indicated that the complexation of palladium by
the ligand had occurred, with the prominent
C=Nstr (stretch) of the imine being shifted to
lower frequency by ca. 50 cm-', indicative of strong
metal-&and interaction.
Nitrogen adsorption porosimetry data indicate
that the pore systems in both cases are simila.r to
those of the supports, with the silica material, 1,
perhaps displaying blockage of the smallest pores,

I
Fig. 4 Synthesis of Pd-pyidvlimine cntalysts. The support may be either amorphous mesoporous silica or MTS and
palladium acetate has been used for complexarion
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F i g 5 Catalytic activity in the Heck reaction of iodohenzene and methyl actylate

while the MTS-based catalyst, 2, is very similar to
the parent aminopropyl system.
The catalyst (on silica) can be used in the Heck
reaction (17, and is active in the couplmg of aryl
iodides with alkene components. It is less active in
coupltngs involving allylic species. It was found
that the optimum base which could be used was
ttiethylamine; solid bases, such as potassium carbonate, are less effective, probably due to
transport problems of the (insoluble) base into the
pores of the catalyst. Soluble bases, on the other
hand, are effective. It could be that the base is
needed to aid the decomposition of one of the
intermediates at the metal centre (and thus needs
to be soluble to get there).
Catalyst Activity
The activity of the catalyst can be well illustrated by the couplmg of iodobenzene and methyl
acrylate, see Figure 5. The temperature of the reaction was 82°C. After 24 hours, the conversion of
reactants has reached 82 per cent, a turnover number (moles product/moles Pd) of ca. 350. Reuse of
the catalyst after filtration, but without washing
the catalyst or thermal activation, gives essentially
reproducible rate profiles and yields for a further
four uses. At this time adsorption isotherms, measured after reaction and then after washing of the
used catalyst, indicated that during reaction the
pores become partially blocked; IR and elemental
analyses indicate that this blockage is due to the
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tetraakylammonium halides which are formed
during reaction. As expected, washing with an
appropriate solvent is sufficient to remove them
and washed catalysts have surface areas and pore
volumes very similar to those of the fresh catalysts.
Activity is also restored.
Minimisation of Leaching
One of the key controls which must be carried
out with such catalysts is leaching. In order to minimise this problem, we have thoroughly pretreated
our catalysts to remove any loosely bound
physisorbed salts or complexes. Additionally, the
ligand system should be capable of bintightly
to the Pd centre throughout the catalytic cycle,
meaning that no soluble intermediates should be
formed. This latter problem may well be part of
the reason why the carboxylate catalysts, despite
good initial activity, rapidly become inactive,
because of relatively rapid ligand exchange and solubilisation. We have observed similar effects in
supported cobalt carboxylates, where C o o is
readily lost from the catalyst, but CoQII) is not.
This correlates well with the known ligand
exchange dynamics, which show that Co(II) is
extremely labile, but Co(I1I) is almost inert (18,19).
We have utilised Sheldon’s hot filtration test
(20), which involves filtration of the catalyst part
way through a reaction, followed by continuation
of the reaction in the absence of the (solid) catalyst.
Results were negative, with the reaction stopping
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Fig. 6 Suzuki reaction using catalysts I and 2

completely after filtration. While the hot filtration
test is widely quoted as a test for leachmg, it is really a test for homogeneous catalytic conmbutions
to the rate (Nolte and coworkers have recently
demonstrated that a polymer-supported nickel catalyst passed the hot filtration test, but ICP analysis
indicated a 20 per cent loss of metal into solution
in an inactive form (21)). Therefore, we have additionally analysed the liquid phase for traces of Pd
by atomic absorption spectroscopy, but failed to
find any traces of Pd (to a detection limit of ca. 0.1
ppm). We are thus satisfied that our catalysts are
heterogeneous.

Suzuki Reaction
The Suzuki reaction is currently widely used as
the most efficient and general route to biaryls,
which are of great interest in medicinal chemistry.
It involves the coupling of an aryl boronic acid
with an aryl halide, typically iodide or bromide
(4-6), and is an attractive alternative to earlier
methods based around earlier, organometallic (stoichiomemc) couplmg routes (22).
Catalysts
The optimum catalysts were again based on the
pyridine-imine system active in the Heck reaction.
Initial results were obtained on the phenyl boronic
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acid/bromobenzene system detailed in Figure 6. In
these reactions, the optimum base was found to be
potassium carbonate. The reaction temperature
was 95°C.
Results with the carboxylate catalyst indicated
good initial activity, but reuse indicated a significant drop in activity from 76 per cent in 1 hour to
4 per cent, without washing the catalyst. Washing
the catalyst with dichloromethane and then water
restored most of the activity for one more run (76
per cent in 3 hours) but subsequent attempts at
reuse failed.
With the MTS-based pyridine imine catalyst 2,
the initial yields were excellent, as was recydtng,
with activity dropping off after 6 uses. The silicabased catalyst was better still, with very good
conversions obtained at up to 8 uses, subsequent
cycles being less successful, see Figure 6. It is not
known what the loss in activity is attributable to,
and thus the potential for fuaher extension of catalyst life must still be investigated.Agam, leaching
tests (hot filtration and atomic absorption spectroscopy) proved negative, indicating a completely
heterogeneous reaction.
A range of substrates reacts very efficiently
under relatively mild reaction conditions, as shown
in Table I. Excellent yields are obtained in all cases,
except for those where chloroaromaticswere used,
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Table I

Results of the Suzuki Reaction Using Catalysts 1 and 2

Br, H
Br, H
Br, H
Br, H
Br, CN
Br, CN
Br, CI
Br, CI
Br, OMe
Br, OMe
Br, CH2Br
Br, CH2Br
CI, CN
CI, CHO

Catalyst

Time, min

Yield, %

1
2
2
2
1
2
1

180
180
180
180
120
120
180
180
360
360
360
360
180
180

98
98
97
95
98
92
98
88
82
79
79
60
0
0

2
1
2
1
2
2
2

reflecting the general inertness of the C-Cl bond in
such systems. In the Suzuki reaction, it may be that
the solid base merely neutralises the acidic byproducts after they are released &om the catalyst
surface into solution. This may help to minimise
pore blockage from salt formation dose to the
active site, making the solid base better in this case.

Ferrocenyl Phosphine Palladium
Supported Systems
Planar chiral ligand systems are of great interest
in asymmetric synthesis, with BINOL and related
systems being widely investgated (23-29). Planar
chiral ferrocenes are another readily available and
exciting area of chemistry. We have recently published results where we have attached such
ferrocenyl phosphine systems to silica supports to
provide a heterogeneous, and easily recoverable,
catalyst system (30, 31).
The basic route to these materials is shown in
the Scheme, overleaf. The hgand structure has
then been used to coordinate various metals, such
as rhodium for hydrogenation (31) and hydrosilylation (32), and Pd for nudeophilic substitution
reactions (31). Two versions of the supported ligand were prepared, one with a long ( G o spacer) 8b
and one with a shorter (C4) spacer chain 8a.

Phtiinum Met& Rm,2001,45, (3)

Su bstrate/catalyst
83
167
833
1667
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167
167

The synthesisof the materials was developed to
attach a trialkoxysilyl group to a BPPFA unit, by
substituting the methyl for a substituted akyl
group. This was achieved in three steps. The silylsubstituted ligand was then grafted onto silica by
standard grafting methods, and the silica surface
passivated by reaction with hexamethyldisilazane
to block the polar silanol groups, and thus make
the surface environment more organic-like.
The Pd catalysed allylic alkylation of the acetoxypropene with the acac-derived nucleophile
shown in Figure 7 was carried out with these materials, in comparison with BPPFA itself, and the
longer-chain ester was used as a precursor to the
supported catalysts. Results are shown in Table II.
It is dear that both the homogeneous catalysts
give similar results in terms of yield and enantioselectivity. While the yields of product drop shghdy
upon heterogenisation, the level of enantioselectivity remains e s s e n d y unchanged, indicating

NaHCAc2
OAC

catalyst 8a or 8b

CHACZ

Fig. 7 Allylic substitution of acetoxypropene with the
acac-derived nucleophile, using catalysts 8a and 8b
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that the new catalysts show definite promise for
further work. In particular, the recently published
work by the groups o Johnson and Thomas (29)
have indicated that this area of research can pro-

Palladium-Catalysed Coupling in the
Preparation of Supported Catalysts

Table II

Results of Allylic Alkylation Using
Ferrocenyl Phosphines 7 and 8

I

Ligand

Isolated yield, YO

4
'la-Pd
7b-Pd

53
48
52

8a
8b

29
36
I

ee, YO

I

62
62
54

::

16
60
I

Resrtlts obtained in the allylic alkylotion shown in Figure 7,
ifsing supported c(itu/ysts compared to rrrivrrpportrd urlu/ogue.s
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duce extremely effective catalysts for such reactions, and a thorough evaluation of the influence
of support nature and structure on the activity and
selectivity of this family of catalysts is certainly
worthwhile.

I

A further area of interest in the group is the use
of the Heck, and to a lesser extent the Sonogashira
coupling reaction as a method for building up
functionality on the surface of silicas (32). We have
shown that it is possible to use the Heck reaction
to functionalise both haloary-functionalised silicas
and acrylamido-functionalisedsilicas, with the latter version generally giving better results, see
Figure 8. Two factors are critical to the success
of the method: first, the use of an amine base,
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Fig. 8 Elaboration of silica-bound
surface functionality using the Heck
reaction

X H, Y z I
X = CHO. Y: Br
X = CN, Y : Br
X: COzH, Y = I

methylamine, Hiinig’s base or aibutylamine are all suitable, and
second, the reaction must be run
without solvent Despite efforts to
run the reaction in a range of solvents, no conversion was obtained,
even though very high conversions
could be achieved neat. We have
more recently found that the Heck reaction works
well with allyl-hctionalised silicas and have used
this approach to design novel initiator systems for
polymerisation, the results of which will be reported shortly.

x = CHO,

90%
92%
75%

90%

Y: Br
X:CN. Y Z 8 r
X z C O H . Y:I

89%
74%

82%

The catalysts are stable and reusable and no evidence of leachmg could be found. while further
work needs to be carried out to improve catalyst
lifetimes, the catalysts show great promise in several important reaction types, and can conaibute
to the development of cleaner chemical processes.

Conclusions
A series of silica-supported palladium catalysts
has been developed and used in a range of different
applications, includmg enantioselective catalysis.
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The Catalyst Technical Handbook

T h e Catalytic Reaction Guide

Johnson Matthey have published an informative
82-page brochure, “The Catalyst Technical
Handbook”, which covers the use of catalysts for
chemical reactions important in industrial synthesis.
The handbook recommends platinum group metal
homogeneous, heterogeneous and FibreCatm
anchored homogeneous catalysts for each reaction
type discussed.This allows the user to make informed
decisions relevant to their individual circumstances.
Advice on optimising the operating conditions is
also included.
Sections cover hydrogenation, dehydrogenation,
hydroformylation, carbonylation, decarbonylation,
hydrosilylation, cross-coupling, cyclopropanation
and carbene reactions, isomerisation, ohgomensation
and polymerisation, selective oxidation, chiral
catalysts, and also particulate catalysts.
The brochure has extensive idormation on typical
reaction schemes, and advice on catalyst handling
and services, such as recycling.

The Catalytic Reaction Guide contains information on 106 reactions important in industrial
chemical synthesis. After selecting the reaction of
interest, the pointer within the sliding insert lines
up with details of the recommended catalyst and
reaction conditions. Comments about the reaction
and suggestions for improvements are listed on the
facing pages.
Details of hydrogenation, coupling, selective
oxidation, dehydrogenation, hydroformylation,
carbonylation,decarbonylation,hydrosilylation, and
cyclopropanation reactions are given and suggestions
for Johnson Matthey catalysts are made.

To obtain “The Catalyst Technical Handbook”, “The
Catalytic Reaction Guide” or a Catalyst Sample Kit, please
contact Chemical Sales, First Floor - HQ BuildmgJohnson
Matthey, Orchard Road, Royston, Herts SG8 5HE; Fax:
+44 (0) 1763 253573; E-mail: chemicals@matthey.com;
Internet: http://www.chemicals.matthey.com.
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Catalyst Sample Kits
Johnson Matthey now has sample kits available
for the following reactions types:
1 cross-coupling
2 Selective oxidation: alcohols to carbonyls
3 Hydrogenatox C-C multiple bonds/mmatic rings
4 Hydrogenation:nitriles, nitros, imines and oximes
5 Hydrogenation: debenzylation and dehahgemtion
6 Hydrogenation: carbonyls.
Each kit contains up to ten individually labelled
samples, contained in a wipe-clean, sturdy case,
well-suited for laboratory storage.
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Platinum 2001
Johnson Matthey’s authoritative survey of
the supply and demand of the platinum group
metals and future forecasts, “Platinum 2001”,
was published in May.
Demand for platinum in 2000 was shghtly
up on the record level for 1999, but the pattern of consumption was different from
recent years. The largest growth sector was
the auto industry where demand increased by
230,000 oz to 1.84 million oz. In Europe platinum sales to auto makers reached 640,000 oz,
with h o s t one third being for diesel engines,
and this, coupled with increased platinum
loadmgs following the imposition of Euro
Stage 111 emissions regulations, boosted platinum use. In North America the major part of
the increased platinum demand came from
stock building by auto companies expectingin
the future to replace palladium by platinum.
Industrial demand for platinum rose by 8
per cent to 1.45 million 02, with increased use
in computer hard disks and in plant for the
production of speciality glass, such as LCD
glass. Other areas with increased demand
were sensors in cars, spark plugs, biomedical
and dental applications, and turbine blade
coaangs.
China is now the largest platinum jewellery
market, demand there exceeding 1 million oz
for the first time, while Japan experienced a 20
per cent fall in its platinum jewellery market,

Supplies of platinum rose by 9 per cent as
a doublulg of Russian sales outweighed a
dedine in output from western mines.
World palladium demand fell by 5 per cent
to 8.9 million 02, but did not prevent the price
rising to unprecedented levels. From a low of
$440 at the beginning of 2000, the price rose
to approach $1000 in December and breached
this in January 2001. Demand from car makers fell by 4 per cent to 5.65 million oz as
stocks were adjusted. However, actual palladium consumptionin catalysts fitted to cars and
trucks manufactured in 2000 rose by 24 per
cent to meet the increasingly stringent emissions legislation throughout the world.
Dental demand for palladium fell by 26 per
cent to 820,000 oz but demand from electronics rose by 8 per cent due to increased
production of multi-layer ceramic capacitors.
Total palladium supplies declined by 3 per
cent as Russian shipments fell back to 5.2 million 02. Western sales were marginally lower
than in 1999. A special report in ‘Tlatinum
2001” describes new and expandmg mining in
Canada, the U.S.A. and Zimbabwe.
Readers wishing to receive a copy of
“Platinum 2001” should contact: Johnson
Matthey PLC, 4 0 4 2 Hatton Garden, London
EClN 8EE, U.K.; E-mail: ptbook@matthey.
com; Fax: +44 (0)20 7269 8389; or website:
www.platinum.matthey.com.

Conference on the Chemistry of the Platinum Group Metals
The Eghth International Conference on the
Chemistry of the Platinum Group Metals will be
held at Southampton University, U.K., from the 7th
to 12thJuly, 2002. Organised by the Dalton Division
of the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) these conferences take place every three years.
Scientists who have accepted invitations to speak
include: J.-E. Backvall, P. N. Bartlett, J. K. Barton,
R G. Bergman, D. W. Bruce, J. G. de Vries,
R Eisenberg, S. E. Golunski, E. G. Hope, J. A. Iggo,
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L. Kelland, H. Le Bozec, Zhenyang Lin,I. Manners,
T. J. Meyer, K. Nozaki, S. Sabo-Eaenne, P. J. Sadler,
G. Sava, G. Schmid, G. J. Schrobilgen, S. Takahashi,
H. Werner, S. B. Wild and J. A. Gareth Williams.
Oral presentations and poster contributions are
welcomed. Those wishing to submit either should
send an abstract as a one-page attachment, by
Monday, 8th January 2002, to: conferences@rsc.org.
Further information may be found on the RSC
website at: www.rsc.org/conferences.
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Catalysis in Organic Synthesis
A JOHNSON MATTHEY SYMPOSIUM FOR INDUSTRY ON NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN CATALYSIS
The first Johnson Matthey symposium
“Catalysis in Organic Synthesis” was held on the
17th May 2001 at the Madison Hotel, New Jersey,
U.S.A. The symposium, organised and sponsored
by Johnson Matthey, was attended by over 100
people from the fine chemical, pharmaceutical and
other industries in which platinum group metals
(pgms) catalysts are commonly employed. The
symposium comprised a session on homogeneous
catalysis and one on heterogeneous catalysis.

An X-ray structure of this intermediate has been
obtained; the amine will react with the complex to
give the hydroaminated product.
Polymer supported catalysts provide easy catalyst separation and permit safer handling of toxic
catalysts. Mats Sundell (Oy Smoptech, Finland)
explained how problems associated with abrasion
and poor functional group availability can be overcome using polymer fibres, typically 5-50 pm in
diameter. Functional groups are introduced by
grafting side chains onto the polyethylene backHomogeneous Catalysis
bone. Ion exchange reactions take place much
Advances in palladium catalysed allylic akyla- faster on fibres than on beads, therefore it is postion were described by Professor Barry Trost sible to carry out gas phase ion exchange.
(Stanford University, U.S.A.). The reaction can be Homogeneous catalysts can be supported on fibres
used to desymmeaise cyclic akenes. The range of and have been successfully used in cross-coupling,
nucleophiles now includes phenols. Allylic alkyh- hydrogenation and oxidation reactions.
Professor Michael Doyle (University of
tion can be combined with a subsequent Heck
Arizona, U.S.A.) discussed the use of chiral
reaction using a bulky ligand.
Professor John Hartwig (Yale University, dirhodiumQI) carboxamidates to catalyse carbene
U.S.A.) has identified new catalysts for the reactions. A range of catalysts containing different
hydroamination of akenes using high throughput carboxamidate ligands had been prepared.
screening techniques. He discovered that when Lengthening the Rh-Rh bond by changing the lqaniline, for example, is reacted with cyclohexadi- and increases the catalyst activity. Substrate:catalyst
ene, any unreacted aniline can be derivatised with ratios of 5000:l have thus been obtained. The catfurfural to form a red dye. The best catalysts can alyst can also affect the regiochemistry of the
therefore be selected by eye. So far, Pd(PPh& product: in the reaction of cholesterol diazo
catalyses the reaction of anilines with a range of acetate either a ‘I-or p-lactone is made dependmg
dienes. The reaction can be carried out enantiose- upon the handedness of the catalyst used.
lectively using a chiral hgand, such as Trost’s DirhodiumQI) dicarboxamidate complexes will
naphthyl +d.
Styrenes are hydroaminated with also catalyse hetero Diels-Alder reactions.
Alkene metathesis reactions also proceed via a
primary amines using a palladium(lI) complex, for
example, Pd(dppO(OTO2. The activity decreases as metallocarbene intermediate, but in these reactions
the nucleophilicity of the amine decreases and a metallocycle is additionally formed. Professor
enantiomeric excesses of
70% have been Robert Grubbs (Caltech, U.S.A.) described rutheobtained with Pd(BINAP)(OTf)z. Professor nium catalysed metathesis reactions. Ruthenium
Hartwig proposed a mechanism for these reactions catalysts tolerate more functional groups than early
transition metal catalysts. This permits highly funcinvolving the q3styrene coordination:
tionalised substrates such as peptides. The catalyst
precursor is a 16 electron RuQ2Clz(carbene)
\
species. However, to enter the catalytic cycle,
one
of the ligands (L) dissociates to allow akene
(BINAP)Pdcoordination. It is therefore beneficial for the
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remaining l p n d to be bulky and electron donating. Imidazoline-2-ylidene llgands have been used
in this role. The saturated version of this hgand has
even greater basicity and shows very high activity.
An insect pheromone for the peach twig borer has
been synthesised using alkene metathesis as a coup h g reaction. The side reaction of double bond
isomerisation in the product was suppressed by
adding P(CHzOH), to remove the ruthenium into
the aqueous phase. Cross-metathesishas also been
used to synthesise flavins and to incorporate isoprene units.
Sarah Fdgafi (Johnson Matthey, U.K.) discussed
the use of high thoughput screening techniques in
catalyst choice. Seemingly minor electronic
changes in the substrate can greatly alter the profile of optimum catalysts. Screening is an effective
way to identify promising l p n d s quickly. It can
also be used to explore other parameters such as
the base in couplmg reactions. Recently, the technique has been used to evaluate fibre supported
catalysts (FibreCatm) and palladacydes.

Heterogeneous Catalysts
The afternoon session focused mainly on the
use of heterogeneous catalysts. This encompassed
both their use in specific organic transformation
and new kinds of supported catalyst such as those
developed by Professor Robert Augustine (Seton
Hall University, U.S.A.). Professor Augustine presented his work on anchoring homogeneous
catalysts to supports. The method used to anchor
these catalysts involves modifymg alumina or
other supports with a heteropoly acid. The modification allows attachment of conventional
homogeneous catalysts to the support, the advantage being that preformed catalysts such as
[Rh(Duphos)(diene)]'BF4- can be used. The activity and selectivity of the anchored rhodium
catalysts was reported to be the same as that seen
for the homogeneous system with the added benefit that the catalysts could be recycled.
Process optimisation of the new amficial
sweetener, Neotame@, was discussed by Mike
Scaros (G. D. Searle, retired, U.S.A.). The synthesis of Neotame", which is fifty times sweeter than
the conventional artificial Sweetener Aspartame,
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involves an imine hydrogenation over Pd/C. He
desuibed the way in which the process was optimised by investigating catalysts, solvents and other
process conditions to maximise product formation
and minimise impurities.
The use of pgms for the selective oxidation of
alcohols to aldehydes was discussed by Ken
Griftin (Johnson Matthey, U K ) . This is a synthetically useful transformation; methods normally
used are generally stoichiomemc and employ toxic
compounds such as KMnOI and chromium compounds. This transformation can be carried out
catalytically using air as the oxidant, malang this a
very attractive industrial process.
Professor Agnes Zsigmund (University of
Szeged, Hungary) presented a paper on the
hydrogenolysis of C-N and C - 0 bonds. Benzyl
groups are used as protecung groups for amines
and alcohols, and hydrogenolysis is the method
commonly used for removal of these groups.
Professor Zsigmund discussed hydrogenolysisof a
wide range of substrates, some containing sensitive functional groups, using Pd/C catalysts under
either hydrogen or transfer hydrogenolysis conditions.
The final presentation was made by Richard A.
Teidunan (Johnson Matthey, U.S.A.) who gave a
paper on the handling and recovery of pgms. This
informative paper described the methods used for
the recovery of metals from spent catalysts. Two
processes were discussed: fist, the conventional
method of revia combustion, smelting and
metal separation; second, the removal of metals
from waste steams by ion exchange onto
Smopexm fibre supports.
The symposium was a great success in illustrating the role of pgms as catalysts for industrial
applications and in bringing together academics
and industrialists. Johnson Matthey is hoping to
make this symposium an ongoing event.
A. K. KEEP and S. H. ELGAFI
Ann Keep is a Principal DevelopmentChemist in Chemical
Development at Johnson Matthey in Royston. Her interests are
in the development of homogeneous catalysts.
Sarah Elgafi is a Senior Research Scientist at the Johnson Matthey
Technology Centre, Sonning Common. Her current areas of
research include high throughput experimentation and polymer
supported pgm complexes for use in catalysis.
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Exploring Lattice Defects in Palladium
and Its Alloys Using Dissolved Hydrogen
PART I: HYDROGEN SOLUBILITY AND ITS SEGREGATION TO DISLOCATIONS AND VACANCIES

By Ted B. Flanagan
Materials Science Program and Chemistry Department, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405, U.S.A.

R. Balasubramaniarn
Department of Materials and Metallurgical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, 208 016, India

and R. Kirchheim
lnstitut fur Materialphysik, Hospitalstrasse3-7,37073 Gottingen, Germany

The first part of this paper describes a combination of physical metallurgical techniques
and hydrogen ( H z )solubilities employed to help in the characterisation of defects in palladium
and its alloys. Cold working or hydrideformation and decompositionintroduce large dislocation
densities intopalladium and palladium alloys. These can be examined by transmission electron
microscopy and correlated with hydrogen ( H ) segregation to the stressfields qf the dislocations
determined from HZ solubilities. H atoms are strongly trapped by vacancies in the palladium
lattice and evidence for vacancy trapping in cold-worked palladium is shown by deviations
in H z solubility. different to that expected if H segregated only to the dislocation stress
fields. The secondpurtof thispapec to be published in the October 2001 issue, will be concerned
with hydrogen segregation to defects introduced by the internal oxidation ofpalladium alloys
or b y treatment at moderately high temperatures and hydrogen pressures.

From Thomas Graham onwards (l), the
sponge-like ability of palladium (Pd) for hydrogen
g a s (Hz) has long been a fascination for scientists.
In recent years the investigation of H interactions
with lattice defects has been an active research
area. Myers et al. (2) have considered hydrogen
interactions with defects in crystalline solids and
more specifically, Kirchheim (3,4) has reviewed H
as a probe for defects, mainly in Pd.
At moderate temperatures and small pressures
(p.3 Hz dissolves in the dilute a-phase of Pd, that
is, the Pd state which contains very little H2. As P H ~
increases, the H2 solubility also increases until the
hydride phase appears. The minimum composition
where it appears is the solvus or terminal hydrogen
solubility in the metal phase for that temperature.
When further hydrogen is absorbed the fraction of
hydride phase increases relative to the dilute phase.
According to the phase rule, such a system comprised of two solid phases should have a constant
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hydrogen pressure, the so-called plateau pressure;
this is shown by an isotherm for Pd-H in Figure 1.
Face centred cubic (f.c.c.) Pd-rich substitutional alloys also have plateau pressures where the
dilute and hydride phases coexist. Except for PdRh alloys and, possibly Pd-Ni alloys, all other
binary Pd alloys have narrower plateau regions
than Pd (the italics indicate that Pd is the majority
element in the alloy). The plateau pressures for Pd
alloys can be larger or smaller than for Pd-H
depending, with a few exceptions, on whether the
substitutional metal contracts or expands the Pd
lattice (5). Alloys with contracted lattices relative to
Pd cause increases in the plateau pressures, while
those with expanded lattices cause decreases in the
plateau pressures. It would be expected that it
should be easier to insert H into alloys with
expanded unit cells and these would consequently
form more stable hydride phases. For analogous
reasons the contracted alloys form less stable
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hydride phases. The terminal hydrogen solubilities
in Pd alloys are d w q s greater than for Pd-H (5).
Hysteresis is a complicationpresent in metal-H
systems which leads to two plateau pressures
instead of one; hydride formation is not reversible,
see Figure 1. Hysteresis is observed in almost all
solid state first order phase transitions and its presence means that there is a net loss of work during
the cydic phase change which corresponds to
hydridmg and dehydridq for metal-H systems
(6). In metal-H systems hysteresis is undoubtedly
related to the abrupt lattice expansion/contraction
which takes place upon hydriding/dehydriding
because it is absent in single phase regions where
the lattice changes are continuous with H content.
Hydrogen solubility in pure, annealed Pd metal
reflects occupation by H of a nearly perfect sublattice of octahedral interstices within the f.c.c. Pd
lattice. In such a perfect lattice there are no deviations from the ideal solubility relation r = K, pH;”
which is obeyed as r + 0 where r = (H/Pd), the
atom ratio of H to Pd, and K, is a constant at a
give temperature for each metal or alloy. The

200.

150.
J
n

r=H/Pd

Fig. I A HI isotherm for Pd foil (120 p i ) at 323 K from
unpublished work by Flanagan and Wang. Filled symbols
are for desorption and open ones for absorption
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Fig. 2 Diluie phase H2 isotherms (323 K ) for Pd from
unpublished research of Flanugan and Wang.
o solubility for well-annealed Pd;
A solubility for cycled Pd:
- - - ideal dilute solubility behaviour

square root dependence on pressure proves that
Hz dissociates upon entering the Pd lattice.
The ideal solubility of H2in Pd metal is shown
by the dashed straight line in Figure 2. At higher r
values the experimental data fall below the ideal
solubility, due to H-H attractive interactions. Any
deviations from the Hz solubility behaviour in
pure, annealed Pd metals (Figure 2) can be attributed to defects, such as vacancies, dislocations or
large surface/volume ratios which act as traps for
H, that is, sites which trap H more energetically
than the normal interstice. (Hgh temperature
anneahg of metals and alloys reduces the concentration of most defects to levels which do not
measurably affect HZsolubilities.)
Hydrogen solubilities in Pd alloys may also
deviate from the ideal solubilities characteristic of
annealed, randomly disordered substitutional f.c.c.
alloys because of similar defects found in Pd and
because of ordering or segregation of the alloys.

H Segregation to Dislocations
Solute atoms, which expand the lattice, are
attracted to the tensile stress field around edge dislocations to form Cotcrel/ atmo@bms. Interstitial
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solutes, such as H, always expand metal lattices
and are therefore amacted to the tensile stressed
regions. Dissolved hydrogen and its isotopes are
especially important in this regard because of their
hgh diffusivity and the possibility, in contrast to
other solutes, of forming Cotirell atmospheres at relatively low temperatures.
When the hydride phase forms from the dilute
phase at moderate temperatures, the Pd lattice
expands abruptly and requires dislocation creation
in order to accommodate the volume change.
Large dislocation densities, comparable to those
introduced by heavy cold-working, are introduced
into Pd by this hydride phase change (7,8).It has
been shown from TEM (transmission electron
microscopy) that after cold-working Pd, dislocations are arranged in cell walls with only a few
within the cells, but when dislocations are created
by hydride formation and decomposition (cycling),
they are dismbuted more uniformly and it is difficult to discern a cell structure (7, 9). A cell in this
context refers to dense tangles of dislocations
arranged in walls which enclose nearly dislocationfree regions. Cycling is therefore a convenient way
to introduce large and relatively uniform dislocation densities into Pd. Large dislocation densities
enhance H2 solubility, relative to annealed Pd, due
to the formation of CottmiI atmo@bms of H. Figure
2 shows supersaturation before the plateau region
for annealed Pd indicating difficulties in nucleation
to form the hydride phase (10,ll). The isotherms
measured after cycling shows no nucleation difficulties because of the high dislocation density.
A solubility enhancement for H can be defined
as the ratio of the solubility of Hz in dislocated Pd
compared to its solubility in annealed Pd at the
same pHZ,(r‘/r)pHz,where r’ and rare the H/Pd
ratios in the presence and absence of a significant
dislocation density, respectively. The solubility
enhancement can be measured accurately in Pd
and Pd alloys because the HZ(g) = 2Hdissoivede q i librium is readily established for H in the normal
interstices and those in the stress fields of dislocations and because the HZ solubilities are
substantial. With varying degrees of success,
Flanagan e t al. (12), Kirchheim (13), Tyson (14),
Wolfer and Baskes (15), Park et al. (16) and Huang
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(17) have given quantitative accounts of the solubility enhancements in Pd, leaving no doubt that
the origin of the effect is trapping in the dislocation stress fields. Although the HZ solubility
enhancements are not directly proportional to the
dislocation densities, greater solubility enhancements do reflect greater dislocation densities (edge
components). Negligible solubility enhancement at
moderate temperature does not imply that the dislocation density is low, but rather that it is less than
about
m-’. Hydrogen solubility enhancements
serve as a convenient way of monitoring relative
values of large dislocation densities (3, 12, 18)
which is difficult to do by ‘dislocation counting’ in
TEM photomicrographs.

Quantitative Considerations of H
Segregation to Dislocations
The chemical potential of dissolved H, pH, in
unstressed metals can be expressed as (19):
p~ = ~

O

+ RT In(r/(l - 3) + P‘H

H

(3

0)

where poH is the chemical potential of an isolated
H in the lattice, the second term on the right hand
side of the equation is a configurational term arising from the number of ways to insert the H into
the octahedral interstices and the factor of unity in
its denominator indicates that there is one interstice available for H per metal atom, as is the case
for Pd, and pEH(r) is the non-ideal or excess chemical potential, that is, factors not covered by the
other terms. Generally the chemical potential is a
measure of the ability of a component, for example, H, to cause physical or chemical change and is
defined as the partial derivative of the Gibbs free
energy with moles of the component, for example,
H, holding other variables, such as T, constant.
The chemical potentials of H in the gas and solid
phases must be equal at equilibrium:
~ H = ~ H ~ = ~ / ~ J * O H ~ + R T I ~ @ H ~ ” ~

and, from Equations (i) and (ii),
RT In @igJ’/’

= po&i- 1 /2

RT In (r/(l

-

+
3) + p ’ ~(r)

(iii)

Pd-H will be used to illustrate H solubility
enhancements due to dislocations. However, the
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discussion applies to any metal or alloy which dissolves H. Dissolved H atoms are attracted to the
tensile stressed region of the edge dislocations
(Figure 3) and repelled from the compressive
stress region. Stress affects the H chemical poten, an additive work term, that is, (JVH
tial, p ~ by
where (J,the hydrostatic stress, is positive for
compressive stress and negative for tensile stress
and VH is the partial molar volume of the H,
(av/anH)T,p, nH being the moles of H atoms (20).
The stress is not constant about an edge dislocation but is a function of both the distance (d) and
angle (8)from the core (Figure 3) (21). When uniaxial stress is applied to a Pd rod, pH changes with
(J according to a one-dimensional stress term,
1/3(JVH, as proven experimentally by the changes
of electrode potential with (J (22).
Consider two infinitesimal volumes at the same
distance, d, from the origin, the core, of an edge
dislocation but on opposite sides, for example, at
8 = 1 / 2 and
~ 3/2~
(Figure 3); the stresses in these
two volumes will be equal but opposite in sign
because (J depends directly on sin 8. The pHvalues
in these volumes will be modified at a given distance, d, by the additive terms I (J IVH at 8 = 1 /21t
and -IoJVH at 8 = 3/2x. The H solubilities in
these stressed infinitesimal volumes, relative to the
unstressed solubilities, can be derived from
Equation (c)modified by the stress terms at a
given pH2 under conditions where, because of the
small H contents, p E H (4 can be neglected, that is:

In ( r t l r ) = lOlVdRT

In (rc/r) = - I d 1 VH/RT

CV)

(4

where r, and r, are the H/Pd atom ratios in the
tensile and compressively stressed infinitesimal
volumes, respectively, and r is the ratio in the
unstressed region.
The incremental changes in the H contents in
the tensile and compressive stressed infinitesimal
volumes can be obtained from Equations (iv) and
(v) as:
fi - r = r(exp(x) - 1) =

r,

-r

= r (exp(-x)

-

re- 1)

1) = r ((l/y) - 1)

(4
(4

where x 3 I a(d) IVH/RT and y 3 exp x.
Since y > 1, it follows from Equations (vi) and
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p
compressive
stress

Fig. 3 Diugram of un edge dislocation defining tl and d,
the distance from the core

(vi), that more H is gained by the tensile stressed
infinitesimal volume than lost by the corresponding compressively stressed one. As the system is an
open one, the H which segregates to the dislocations is mainly obtained from the gas phase. At
very small overall hydrogen contents, the increment of H lost from the compressively stressed
regions, r, - r, will be neghgible and can be neglected. Therefore, in the presence of dislocations at
small r, the solubility increment, Ar = r ’- r, is
mainly determined by the tensile stressed volumes.
Experimental solubility data for Pd-H in the
dilute phase are shown in Figure 2 (323 K) for
annealed Pd and for Pd containing a large dislocation density. The solubility enhancements at given
pH2values can be obtained from the data (Figure 2)
and are nearly constant with r as expected, since (J
does not depend on r. However, they are no longer
constant as the plateau is approached where processes other than dislocation-enhanced solubility
may be a factor. The solubility enhancements
decrease with increase of temperature because of
the temperature dependence in Equation (v) and
consequently, the solubility enhancement in Pd is
neghgible above about 373 K. The solubility
enhancements from c y d q (323 K) or from cold
working (cold-rolling 90%) are comparable.
The solubility increment, Ar, at a given pHZwas
measured for cold-worked Pd which was then
cycled and re-measured. It had increased by an
amount correspondtng to that introduced only by
the cycling of annealed Pd. This demonstrates that
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Fig. 4 HZsolubilities in a
Pdo &ox ~ 1 1 1 0(323
.~ K).
A solubilit?,for well-annealed
0ll0.Y;
o solubility for the coldworked (90%)allov (25)
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these two methods both introduce large dislocation densities into Pd, whereas repeated cyclulg or
cold working do not significantly increase
the dislocation densities and the corresponding
solubility enhancements (23).

Solubility Enhancements in ColdWorked Substitutional f.c.c. Pd Alloys
Kishimoto and coworkers (24-27) have measured Hz solubility enhancements in cold-worked
Pd-Ag, Pd-Ni and Pd-Pt alloys and some Pd-based
ternary alloys with these same solute atoms. A
P&.7&0.25 alloy does not have a two-phase region
above about 273 K and therefore, in contrast to
Pd-H, a solubility enhancement can be measured
over a continuous range of r up to contents where
it is no longer a good approximation to neglect the
loss of H from the compressively stressed regions
(25). Because of this loss, the solubility enhancement disappears at higher H contents for the
cold-worked P&.7&0.25 alloy. At r = 0.16, (r’/r) =
1, and then for r > 0.16, the solubility enhancement changes to < 1, see Figure 4.
A simple model for the H1 solubility enhancements in this cold-worked Pd0.75Ag0.25 alloy has
been proposed whereby it is assumed that a given
fraction of the alloy is under a uniform tensile
stress and an equal fraction is under compressive
stress of the same magnitude while the remainder
is unstressed (25). Equation (i) can be applied to
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each fraction with the appropriate stress terms.
The total Hz solubility at a given P H ~ is then the
weighted sum of the three fractions. If all of the
octahedral interstices are available for occupation,
this model predicts a crossover in the solubility
enhancement from > 1 to < 1 at I = 0.5, whatever
fractions are chosen for the stressed regions, provided that the two oppositely stressed regions have
equal fractions.
In Equation (i),the factor of unity in the denominator of the In term is appropriate when all of the
octahedral interstices are accessible to H as in Pd.
However, if some are unavailable, as in Pd-Ag
alloys where H avoids those with nearest neighbour Ag atoms (28), it must be replaced by the
fraction of available interstices, p < 1. The model
then predicts the crossover point to be r < 0.5 as
found experimentally for cold-worked PdO.7~gO.25
alloy (25) (Figure 4). The fraction of interstices
with only Pd nearest neighbours in a completely
random solid solution P&.7&g0.25alloy is 0.177.
Using the proposed model with p = 0.20, and
assuming that the fractions of the sample under
tensile and compressive stress are each 0.25 and
the remaining fraction is unstressed, a crossover
point of r = 0.13 is calculated which is reasonably
dose to the experimental value (Figure 4). While
this model is not quantitatively correct, it is reasonable and predicts the crossover in solubility
enhancements as seen for cold-worked P&.7&g0.25.
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Fig. 5 The Hz solubilirj at 273 Kfiw
pure Pd;
A cold-worked;
A after annealing the cold-worked
Pd at 447 K, 12 h (33).
The inset shows the solubilities at
verv low H contents
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For cold-worked Pd-Ag alloys
the Hz solubility enhancements
1.'
are found to decrease with
increase of atom fraction of Ag in
the alloy, X, (26,27).This can be
explained by assuming that during
cold working the larger Ag atoms
move to occupy the tensile
stressed regions about edge dislocations (27). This requires some mobility of the
metal atoms at moderate temperatures during the
cold worlung. Evidence supporting this is the
observed destruction of long-range order by the
cold worlung of ordered alloys (29). An enrichment of Ag atoms in the tensile stressed regions
will reduce the number of interstices surrounded
by only nearest neighbour Pd atoms thereby
decreasing the H solubility enhancement. This
model is supported by the fjnding that the solubility enhancement of cold-worked Pd-Ni alloys
inmascs with increase of X N(30).
~ Since nickel (Ni)
atoms are smaller than Pd atoms, they will be
repelled from the tensile stress regions during cold
worlung, increasing the fiaction of interstices with
Pd-only nearest neighbours.

Vacancy Trapping of H
H atoms and vacancies can be implanted into
Pd using proton beams and the implanted H
atoms diffuse to and occupy the vacancies. From
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the temperature at which the vacancy-trapped H is
evolved, a trapping enthalpy, IAH'HI = 32.0 kJ
(mol I-l-', was obtained (31) where the reference
state is taken here to be 1/2Hz (g) rather than the
untrapped, dissolved H as in (31). A theoretical
trapping enthalpy of I AH'HI = 26 kJ (mol El-' has
been calculated from effective-medium theory
(32).
Hydrogen solubilities at the relatively low temperature of 273 K were measured some time ago
by Flanagan and Kishimoto (33) employing a large
Pd sample (21 g) which increased the accuracy of
the data in the very dilute range. The solubilities
deviated from the linear behaviour expected for
only H-dislocation stress field interactions because
the enhancements were anomalously large as I +
0 (Figure 5).
Other than dislocations, the principal defects
generated by heavy cold workmg which can trap
H are Pd vacancies, that is, missing Pd atoms in
the lattice. Although smaller in number than the
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dislocation ‘traps’, vacancies trap H more strongly
and therefore the observed deviations shown in
Figure 5 are consistent with vacancy trapping. The
extent of the vacancy trapping is A r = 0.0003
(Figure 5) which is not unreasonable since vacancy
concentrations following heavy cold work are estimated to be in this range (34). By fitting the
experimental data to a two-state model (H trapped
in vacancies and untrapped g,
the enthalpy for
1/2H1 (g) solution into vacancies was found to be
IAHtHI = 24 kJ (mol El-’(33) which is dose to the
theoretical value.
Deviations from the linear solubility relation,
which are attributed to vacancy trapping, were
eliminated after annealing at a relatively low temperature, for instance, 447 K for 12 hours, as
shown in Figure 5; however, segregation of H into
the dislocation stress fields was not reduced proportionally. After annealing, a linear solubility, r
versus p”’ relation is obtained with a significant
solubility enhancement (Figure 5). The observed
deviations from linearity at low r found before the
annealing treatment cannot therefore be attributed
to trapping by dislocation cores. The annealing
temperature, 447 K, is in a range expected for the
annihilation of vacancies in Pd (35).
More recently, Kishimoto et uf. (28) carried out
similar H1solubility experiments in the very dilute
range using a P& eN&2 alloy. From plots of In
against 1/T, evaluated at a series of constant r vala value for
ues in the range from 2.7 to 4.9 x
1 AHf”1 = 30 kJ (mol EI-’ was obtained which is
close to the trapping enthalpy determined from the
ion-beam implantation experiments (31).
The partial molar volume of H, VH,in bulk Pd
is found to be 1.7 cm3mol-’ from lattice parameter
measurements (36), but surprisingly, at very small
H contents, negative values were found for coldworked Pd (37). This was attributed to a local
attraction between the H and the surrounding Pd
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atoms in the relatively large vacancy volume as
compared to the usual octahedral interstice volume
where the local interaction is repulsive. Negative
partial molar volumes were also found in amorphous Pd-Si alloys (38), which were also attributed
to the occupation of vacancies. Thus, there is
direct (ion implantation results) and indirect evidence for vacancy-trapping of H in Pd.

Conclusions
Hydrogen solubility relationships in Pd are
well-established for the dilute phase for ‘defectfree’ Pd, that is, annealed Pd. It is shown that Pd
which contains substantial concentrations of
defects, such as dislocations and vacancies, measurably affect the hydrogen solubilities. The
differences of the hydrogen solubilities between
Pd with defects and ‘defect-free’Pd can be used to
obtain information about the nature of defects. In
the presence of large dislocation densities the
dilute phase solubilities increase but, after annealing at 477 K, the linear relation between pH;/* and
r is maintained. Pd vacancies trap H more strongly
than dislocations. This is shown by an initial, nonlinear solubility indicating the strong trapping.
Dislocations in cold-worked Pd alloys also trap H
and in some alloys the trapping is greater than in
Pd while in others the trapping is weaker because
of suggested segregation of the solutes during the
cold working.
Part I1 of this article, to be published in the
October 2001 issue of t h i s Journal, will discuss
Hz solubilities in internally oxidised Pd alloys,
the effects of H on the phase separation in Pd
alloys and crystallite size effects on hydrogen
solubility.
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bonochemical Preparation of Nano Platinum and Pallachum
Ultrasound offers an attractive route for preparing
m e d nanopatticles: rapid reaction rate and very small
pilitide formation. Ultrasound can create acoustic cavitation (formation, growth,and implosion of bubbles)
in a liquid. When cavitation bubbles collapse areas of
high pressure and high temperature (hot spot > 5000
Q are generated. This can decompose the moleculesin
the bubbles. The hot-spot temperature depends on the
properties of the gases inside the bubble - another gas
may produce a different effect. Nanopatticles prepared
by sonochemical reduction generally have wide size
distributions. Attempts at controlling particle size and
size distribution have used different metal concentrations, surfactant types and coexisting alcohol types.
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Researchers in Japan have now investigated the
effect of different atmospheric gases on the particle
size distribution of Pt and Pd nanoparticles prepared
by the sonochemical reduction of HzPtCL or KzPdCh
Fujimoto,
’.
S. Terauchi, H.
solutions, respectively (I
Umehara, I. Kojima and W. Henderson, Gem. Muter..,
2001, W, (3), 1057-1060). Poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone)
was the protecting agent. A smaller, sharper size distribution was achieved for Pt particles prepared under
Xe. Pd nanopattides prepared under N2 had a sharp
size distribution. An optimum sonication time is necessary for preparing single-dispersion nanoparticles.
The reaction rate, depending on the hot-spot temperature, is controlled by changing the dissolved gas.
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Optimal Design of Supported Catalysts
CATALYST DESIGN: OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION OF CATALYST IN PELLETS, REACTORS, AND MEMBRANES
BY MASSIMO MORBIDELLI, ASTERIOS GAVRllLlDlS AND ARVIND VARMA, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001,

227 pages, ISBN 0-521-66059-9, f 40, U.S.$59.95

Catalysis plays a major part in our lives even
though the majority of us would never give it a
moment’s thought. A simple but very clear example of how catalysis affects our daily lives is the
catalytic converter. What would air quality be like,
especially in cities, were it not for the catalytic converters deaning up exhaust fumes from vehicles?
Considering the importance of catalysis, it is thus
not surprising that it is a field which has been studied by numerous scientists from diverse scientific
backgrounds. Also not surprising is the abundance
of literature to be found on the subject in journal
articles and text books. Nevertheless, this book is
a welcome addition to the existing literature as it
looks at a particular and very important aspect of
the design of supported catalysts, specifically the
optimal distribution of the active component in
catalyst pellets, reactors and membrane reactors.
Transport resistance of the porous support
leads to concentration, as well as temperature, gradients inside the pellet. As a result, reaction rates
can differ dependmg on the position of the catalyst
site within the porous support. This suggests that
the performance of a catalyst could be altered by
selectively depositing the catalyst inside the support. In fact, it has been shown, by Morbidelli (l),
that even for the most general case of reaction and
kinetics, the most optimal distribution is a Dirac
delta function. Key parameters controlling the
effect of the non-uniform distribution are reaction
kinetics, transport properties, operating variables,
deactivation mechanisms and catalyst cost. The
indices by which to measure the performance of
the catalyst are effectiveness (conversion related to
amount of catalyst), selectivity and yield (desired
product in multiple reaction systems), lifetime
(deactivation) and attrition (loss of outer inert layer
of support, thus saving precious active materials
sited towards the interior).
Chapter 1 briefly introduces the concept of
non-uniform catalyst distributions. Chapters 2, 3
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and 5 examine the effect of catalyst distribution on
catalyst performance in a single pellet and in a
fixed bed reactor comprised of pellets, and catalyst
distributions in membrane reactors - a relatively
new subject. Chapter 4 briefly describes the effect
of non-uniform catalyst distribution on catalyst
deactivation. In Chapter G attention is given to catalysts of significant commercial importance (for
example, catalytic converters, hydrotreaang catalysts, immobilised biocatalysts, etc.). Last, but not
least, Chapter 7 addresses catalyst preparation, particularly preparation of pellets with non-uniform
catalyst distributions, where the distribution
obtained depends on the interplay of competitive
adsorption and diffusion of various species in the
support.
In conclusion, the book is a well balanced presentation of mathematical analysis and selected
experiments of the effects of non-uniform catalyst
distributions on catalyst performance and how to
obtain an optimum catalyst distribution. It provides a suitable and interesting text for people with
a background in catalysis and/or mathematical
analysis. With its qualitative and quantitative
aspects it is suitable for chemists, who will appreciate the descriptive and experimental sections, and
for chemical engineers and applied mathematicians,
who will relish the mathematical developments.
Overall the book provides a comprehensive review
on the subject. The reviewer is enthusiastic about
the book and would strongly recommend it to all
researchers and postgraduate students interested in
Y. M. M. VAN LISHOUT
heterogeneous catalysis.
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Precious Metals and Clean Energy Sources
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON PRECIOUS METALS IN HONG KONG
The International Seminar on Precious Metals
(ISPM2001) was held in Hong Kong SAR, China,
from 26th to 28th March 2001. Sponsored by the
Precious Metals Academic Committee of China
(PMACC) and the International Precious Metals
Institute (IPMI) and hosted by the Kunming
Institute of Precious Metals and Johnson Matthey
Hong Kong, the seminar attracted over 100 delegates. Martin Dumey (IPMI) and Deng Deguo
(PMACC) spoke at the opening ceremony. More
than 30 papers were presented, with over half
being from outside China. The theme of the
Seminar was Trecious Metals and Clean Energy
Sources'. A selective review is presented here.

New Energy Sources
Current energy demand and supply, and
research on technologies for new and renewable
energy sources in China were described by Xu
Yunsong (Ministry of Science and Technology,
China). Sun Jialin (Kunming Institute of Precious
Metals, China) and Li Minli (Northwest Institute
for Nonferrous Metals Research, China) summarised research work and developments in
precious metals for solar cells, hydrogen energy,
fuel cells, nuclear power, and superconducting
materials and implications for environmental protection. Mao Zhongxiang (Tsinghua University,
China) examined uses and developments in hydrogen energy sources, while progress in hydrogen
storage materials was reviewed by Jiang Xuan
(General Research Institute for Nonferrous
Metals, China). Tomoyuki Tada (Tanaka
Kikinzoku Kogyo KK., Japan) described Tanaka's
work in catalyst development for PEFCs.

Catalysts for Exhaust Emission Control
The supply and demand of platinum group
metals (pgms) market was described by Jeremy
Coombes, while Colin Jaffray (both of Johnson
Matthey, U.K.) reviewed the conmbution from
and developments in pgms in controllulg vehicle
emissions and future prospects. Luo Yi (Bureau of
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National Environmental Protection of China) discussed the current state of automobile exhaust
pollution in China and developments in the treatment. Catalysts for treating motorcycle and
automobile exhaust were described by Jiang
Xiaozhen (Guilin REEcat Environment Industry,
China) and Huang Rongguaag (Sino-Platinum
Metals, China). The recovery of p p s from spent
autocatalysts and metal recycling was reported by
Jim Robert (Multimetco Inc., U.S.A.). He also
reviewed the history of autocatalyst recychg, and
commercial and plant operations.

Environmental Protection
Catalysts for d e a h g with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), includrng catalyst design factors,
monitoring catalyst performance and pilot testmg
were reported in a paper by Ben Tiley aohnson
Matthey, U.S.A.). Min Enze and Meng Xi&
(Research Institute of Petroleum Processing,
SINOPEC, China) described water-soluble rhodium complex catalysts and amorphous nickel alloy
catalysts in a review of green chemistry, introducing the new concept of thermoregulated phase
transfer catalysis ("TC) and hydroformylation
of higher olefins based on TRPTC. Don Zeng
(Heraeus, U.S.A.) gave a paper on platinum acetylacetonate, discussing its commercial availability,
the financial benefits of a new process technology,
and some applications.
Selected papers have been published in the
Proceedqs of ISPM2001, ISBN 7-5416-1475O/TF.ll, edited by Deng Deguo, Robert A.
Bullen-Smith and Yang Yikun. For copies please
contact Li Min, Kunming Institute of Precious
Metals, 650221 Kunming, Yunnan, China, Fax:
+86-871-5151533; cost U.S.$50.
ZHANG YONGLI AND LI GUANFANG

Zhang Yongli is a Research Professor at Kunming Institute of
Precious Metals, China and has worked in materials science for
over 30 years, especially with composite materials and thin films.
Li Guanfang is an Emeritus Professor of the Kunming Institute of
Precious Metals, China. She recently constructed a database of
phase diagrams of precious metal alloys.
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Platinum Aluminide Coatings for
Oxidation Resistance of Titanium Alloys
By I. Gurrappa
Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory, Kanchanbagh PO, Hyderabad-500 058, India

Titanium alloys are used in the manufacture of gas turbine aircraft engine compressor section
components, which in use are exposed to high temperatures and corrosive environments.
The platinum aluminide coatings described here have been developed to protect titanium alloys
from oxidation and alpha case formation and can thus significantly improve the life of the
alloys. The coatings showed a very low weight gain and alpha case formation did not occur
during the entire period of exposure. The superior performance of the coating is due to the
formation of a protective, adherent and continuous alumina scale on its su$ace. The results
clearly suggest that this platinum aluminide coating is a prospective coating material to pmtect
the titanium a1lo.v components both from oxidntion and alpha case ,forniation.
The development of a wide range of titanium
alloys for use in the compressor section of modem
gas turbine engines has resulted in an improvement in aero gas turbine engine performance. The
need for higher engine efficiencies necessitates the
use of higher operating temperatures and this in
turn has driven the development of a family of
high strength creep resistant alloys, culminating
more recently in the IMI 834 alloy (1). Figure 1
illustrates the mechanical arrangements within a
modem gas turbine engine containtng multishafts,
various stages of turbines and compressor sections. Modem gas turbines tend to use exclusively

titanium alloys in the compressor, and nickel
superalloys in the combustor and turbine sections.
In older engines, prior to suitable titanium alloy
manufacturing techniques, steels were generally
used for the compressor. In general, titanium
to oxidation
alloys readily absorb oxygen, leaand alpha case formation. (Alpha case is a brittle
alpha phase, similar to case hardening, which
forms on surfaces during heating in oxygen-containing atmospheres at temperatures > 5WC, and
which can act as a crack initiator. It is responsible
for rapid mechanical failure in service. Most titanium alloys allow easy crack propagation.) Alpha

Fig. I Mechanical arrangements
of a modern gas turbine engine
showing the compressor sections
where titanium allow are used
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Fig.2 Cyclic oxidation kinetics at 800°C of the titanium-based alloy, IMI 834, with and without a platinum aluminide
coating. The superior performance of the coating reduces the weight gain of the titanium alloy

case formation severely limits the high temperature capability of the alloys in terms of their
mechanical properties. For titanium alloys to be
utilised more effectively at higher temperatures,
the ingress of oxygen must be reduced, if not prevented completely. Recent results on bare IMI834
alloy at different temperatures have revealed that
the thickness of oxide scale and depth of alpha
case are proportional to the temperature to which
they are exposed (2). Another important observation is that alpha case formation increases
significantly at and above 800°C.This stresses the
need for protective coatings to avoid oxide scale
growth and to prevent alpha case formation.
Surface modification techniques have been
examined by many researchers as a method for
limiang oxygen ingress (M).
However, the inherent low ductilities of the ceramic coatings they
proposed and the lack of stability of metallic coating systems at hgh temperatures are areas of great
concern, restricting their application. A new
approach is to develop oxidation-resistantcoating
systems based on the use of a high melting point
intermetallic layer which will act as a diffusion barrier.
The aim of this paper is to report the development of a platinum aluminide coating for the
protection of the near-alpha titanium alloy, IMI
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834, to increase the range of operating temperatures of such alloys in relation to gas turbine
engine compressor applications. To achieve this
an attempt has been made to produce an adherent
and protective platinum aluminide coating on IMI
834 alloy. The performance of the coating has
been evaluated from weight gain data as a function
of time, and subsequently scanning electron
microscopy/energy dispersive spectroscopy
(SEM/EDS) techniques have been employed to
understand the nature, composition and protective
properties of the oxide scales that formed during
exposure to elevated temperatures.

Experimental Procedure
A process route has been developed for the
deposition of platinum aluminide coating on the
substrate alloy, IMI 834 (in weight per cent: Ti5.8Al-4Sn-3.5Zr-O.i"b-0.5M0-0.35Si-O.O6C).
The
platinum aluminide coating was produced on IMI
834 samples by electrochemically depositing a
layer of platinum, 5 pthickness, followed by a
diffusion treatment at 700°C for two hours under
an argon atmosphere in order to obtain good
metallic bonding between the platinum and
substrate. Aluminium was then deposited over
the platinum by a hlgh activity pack aluminising
route for two hours at 700°C under an argon

-
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Fig. 3 Scanning electron
micrograph showing the
presence of a protective
alumina scale on the
surJace of the platinum
aluminide coating after
oxidation at 800°C in air
for 400 hours

atmosphere. Subsequently, the samples (in triplicate) underwent a diffusion treatment at 700°C for
four hours under an argon atmosphere, in order to
obtain good bonding between the substrate and
intermetallic layer.
Cyclic isothermal oxidation studies were carried
out in air at 800°C for 400 hours. Weight gain was
monitored initially every 3 hours. In effect, the
specimens were held at 800°C for 3 hours and then
allowed to cool at room temperature in air for one
hour so as to observe any rapid weight gain.
Subsequently weight gain was monitored every 10
hours: the specimens were held at 800°C for 10
hours and then cooled to room temperature in air
for one hour. The oxide morphologies were investigated by SEM and EDS to determine the
compositions of the oxide scales. Microhardness
measurements were made to understand the effect
of the coating.

Results
Oxidation Behaviour of Coated Specimens
The oxidation behaviour of bare titanium alloy
and platinum aluminide coated samples is illustrated in Figure 2. By comparison with the uncoated
specimens at constant temperature (800"C), only a
very low weight gain was observed for the platinum aluminide coated samples. Protection
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therefore appears to have been effective for the
entire exposure period of 400 hours as the platinum aluminide coated samples showed the lowest
rate of weight gain. Significant weight gain was
observed from the beginning of the experiment for
the bare alloy. From the results it is clear that the
platinum aluminide coated alloy showed a remarkable improvement in oxidation resistance over the
uncoated titanium alloy, IMI834.
A SEM, see Figure 3, shows the presence of a
continuous, protective and adherent aluminium
oxide scale on the surface of the coating after
cyclic oxidation at 800°C for 400 hours. It appears
that the platinum aluminide coating promotes the
formation of a continuous alumina scale which is
responsible for allowing only the very low weight
gain seen during the oxidation. Analysis of the
oxide scale by EDS confirms the presence of protective scale rich in aluminium in association with
smaller amounts of platinum on the surface of the
coating. This protective layer formed during the
exposure of the coating to the oxidising environment is the major contributing factor towards the
excellent oxidation behaviour and significantly
reduced weight gain shown by the alloy. This type
of coating is well known for providmg excellent
protection against oxidation for nickel-based
superalloys used in gas turbine engine applications
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Fig. 4 Scanning electron
micrograph showing the
formed alpha case region
and the extensive oxide
scale on the surface of
titanium alloy after cyclic
oxidation at 800°C in air
for 100 hours

(7). However, the coaang method for the titanium
alloys is different from that used for the nickelbased superalloys.

SEM/EDS
A SEM of a cross-section of an uncoated titanium alloy after cyclic exposure at 800°C for 100
hours is shown in F w e 4.A non-protective thick
titania scale in association with tin, zirconium and
silicon oxides, can be seen beneath the nickel coating. The oxygen-dissolved region, that is the alpha
case, is clearly visible beneath the oxide scale after
only 100 hours of exposure. The platinum aluminide coated titanium alloy did not show any
alpha case formation and non-protective oxide
scale was not present, even after 400 hours of
exposure, see Figure 3.These observations clearly
demonstrate the superior performance of the platinum aluminide coating in eliminating alpha case
and in preventing oxide scale formation.
Microhardness Measurements
Microhardness profiles as a function of depth,
for uncoated and platinum aluminide coated alloy
specimens, after exposures of 100 hours and 400
hours, respectively, at 800”C, are illustrated in
Figure 5. The microhardness data of the bare titanium alloy, IMI 834, showed an alpha zone of
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about 40 p depth after exposure of only 100
hours. The extent of this surface embrittlement
would be sufficient to cause significant loss of
ductility and failure by surface crackmg under load
(8). However, the microhardnessmeasurementsof
the platinum aluminide coated specimens showed
no detectable hardened zone even after 400 hours
of exposure. This indicates that the platinum aluminide coating effectively prevented the formation
of alpha case, even during the prolonged exposure
of 400 hours at 800°C.

Discussion
Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the effect of platinum aluminide coatings in reducing the weight
gain of titanium alloy, IMI 834.For the uncoated
alloy, the weight gain is significantly high: 3.4 mg
ern-', after 100hours at 800°C. This is attributed to
the oxidation and also to the formation of alpha
case, that is, the oxygen dissolved region in the
titanium alloy (2). It was also established that the
oxygen dissolved region is significantly deep:
40 p at 800°C. The platinum aluminide coated
alloy had a weight gain of only 0.1 mg cm-’ after
100 hours of exposure and about 0.4mg cm-’ after
400 hours of exposure. This weight gain is
extremely low and is 34 times less than that of
the uncoated alloy.

-
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Fig. 5 Microhardness projles of bare titanium alloy after cyclic oxidation at 800"C for 100 hours, and of phtinum
aluminide coated titanium alloy after cyclic oxidation at 8OO"C.for400 hours. There is an extensive hardened zone for
the uncoated alloy but not for the coated alloy

From the microhardness data (Figure 5) it is
clear that the uncoated titanium alloy when
exposed to oxidising atmosphere exhibits a surface
hardness as h g h as 700 HV due to the formation
of alpha case. The platinum aluminide coated alloy
shows a surface hardness of only 400 H V , which is
sllghtly higher than the uncoated parent titanium
alloy. The hardness values clearly showed that the
platinum aluminide coating eliminated the formation of alpha case by effectively preventing the
ingress of oxygen into the titanium alloy. SEM
results show the presence of a uniform and adherent alumina scale, which clearly has a protective
role, on the surface of the oxidised platinum aluminide coated alloy after 400 hours at 800°C
(Figure 3). This protective scale is responsible for
the significant reduction of weight gain and elimination of alpha case formation.
The platinum aluminide coating was deposited
onto the titanium alloy by a combination of electrodeposition and pack aluminising techniques,
and subsequently protected the alloy surface from
oxidation which is a major limitation to using these
materials at temperatures of 600°C and higher. The
platinum aluminide coating effectively eliminates
alpha case formation and also provides excellent
oxidation resistance to IMI 834, even at 800"C,
which is a temperature generally considered to be
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highly aggressive and not commonly experienced
during service. The normal maximum operating
temperature of the modern compressor components is about 590"C, at which temperature the
platinum aluminide coating protects the titanium
alloy from oxidation in an excellent manner. If a
coating is effective at severe high temperatures
then it may be assumed to be effective at much
lower temperatures. Therefore, it is one of a number of promising coatings which could be applied
to titanium alloy components intended for use in
gas turbine engine compressor components.
Platinum aluminide coatings were originally developed to protect nickel-based superalloys used in
turbine engine components against oxidation up to
temperatures of 1100°C and higher, and are
regarded as being stable and as able to prolong significantly the life of the components (9-12). The
results reported here clearly demonstrate that these
coatings are useful for titanium alloys and for protection against h g h temperature oxidation. The
main factor contributing to this behaviour is the
presence of platinum, which effectively promotes
continuous alumina scale formation during high
temperature exposure (11). The effect of incoiporating platinum into the coating to form a high
melting point platinum aluminide layer is the same
irrespective of the method of application (elec-
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trodeposition or sputtering technique).
Although platinum aluminide coatings have not
yet been applied to compressor components (run
at temperatures of
300 to 5OO0C) made from
titanium alloys, the present results clearly show the
superior performance of such coatings even at
very Q h temperatures. The results also indicate
that there is excellent compatibility between the
coefficients of thermal expansion of the substrate
and the platinum aluminide coating, so this may
not pose a problem in coating actual components.
Hot corrosion can be a life limiting factor in gas
turbine components, especially where aircraft fly
at low altitudes across salt-laden seas. It is therefore desirable that any coating developed should
have sufficient hot corrosion resistance, under the
aircraft operating conditions, to enhance component durability against both oxidation and hot
corrosion. Hot corrosion tests on platinum aluminide coatings applied on nickel-based
superalloys have reported good performance
under aggressive environments (13-14).Recently,
the superior performance of platinum aluminide
coatings in combating both oxidation and hot corrosion for nickel-based superalloys was confirmed
(11). Platinum aluminide coatings therefore appear
to be a possible coating material to protect titanium alloys from oxidation and hot corrosion, and
to prevent alpha case formation.

-
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Rhodium Bicentenary Competition
Johnson Matthey is marlung the 200th annivers a r y of the discovery of rhodium by holdmg a

competition for a new research project on any
aspect of rhodium science, preferably aimed
towards a new application. The prize will be a
sponsorsed Ph.D. studentship and a loan of metal
with which to conduct the invesugation. The competition is open worldwide to scientists in
universities and institutes of advanced research
who train future scientists. Further details of the
competition are available on the Internet at:
http://www.platinum.matthey.com.
Scientists wishing to participate should E-mail
to: rhodium@matthey.com, with a 1-page attachment of their research proposal. The successful
project will have contact with Johnson Matthey
scientists over its duration. The closing date for
applying is 1st October 2001.
The winning proposal will be selected by a
panel chaired by the Director of the Johnson
Matthey Technology Centre. The winning entry
will be announced in the January 2002 issue of
Phinum Meiah Rezhv.
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Hydrogen Treatment of Materials
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE DIRECTED TOWARDS A FUTURE HYDROGEN ECONOMY
The third international conference on
“Hydrogen Treatment of Materials” (HW-2001)
was held in Donetsk-Mariupol,Ukraine, from 14th
to 18th May 2001 under the chairmanship of
Professor V. A. Goltsov of the Donetsk State
Technical University. These conferences are aimed
at the development of a worldwide hydrogen (H)
economy. Many of the topics discussed related to
various physical, chemical and metallurgical problems arising from H absorption and desorption,
with many being concerned with H embrittlement
and fracture in iron and steel. However, there were
also important contributions on allied problems in
nickel, aluminium, titanium, zirconium and tantzlum, and other metals and alloys, in regard to alloy
materials for uses, such as, permanent magnets, H
storage and semiconductor technologies.

Platinum Metals-Hydrogen Systems
Studies concerned with platinum group metalsH systems reflected the depth of interest in the scientific centres of Moscow and Donetsk in
palladium (Pd) and Pd alloy systems with regard to
H interstitial location and H isotope diffusion.
Conjoint measurements of electrode potential and
relative electrical resistance over courses of
changes of H content duiing H absorption and
desorption were reported by R.-A. McNicholl and
F. A. Lewis (Queen’s University Belfast, U.K) for
the commercial H gas purification alloy Pd77Agz3.
Evidence of the combined effects of H concentration and elastic strain gradients on estimates of H
diffusion coefficients in Pd and Pd alloys was
reported by V. A. Goltsov, and by E. Lunarska and
0. Cherniajewa (Institute of Physical Chemistry,
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw).
X-Ray crystallographic studies of non-monotonous internal structure changes in reference to
synergeticmodel kinetic step correlations with PdMo-H specimens were reported by V. M.
Avdyukhtna and coworkers (Lomonosov State
University, Moscow). Allied studies in the Pd-ErH system were reported by A. A. Katsnelson and
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colleagues; with similar studies in the Pd-Ta-H
system reported by V. M. Avdyukhina and
coworkers (Lomonosov State University).
Electrical resistivity measurements in Pd-H
alloys during courses of H cycling were reported by
A. P. Kuzin and V. A. Goltsov, while the phase
states of implanted deuterium in Pd were described
by V. F. Rybalko, A. N. Morozov, I. M. Neklyudov,
V. G . Kulish and B. V. Borts (Physicotechnical
Institute, Kharkov). Chemical potential and phase
diagrams of H in Pd were reported by L. I. Smirnov
and D. A. Pronchenko (Donetsk) and by N. V.
Piskunov and colleagues (Russian Federal Nuclear
Center - VNIIEF, Sarov, Russia). Pd lattice expansion effects due to H absorption are important to
the research in Donetsk.
Related studies of changes in the dimensions of
Pd plates on absorption and desorption through
one preferred surface were described by V. A.
Goltsov, Zh. L. Glukhova and R. V. Kotelva.
Allied estimations of corresponding gradient stress
developments under H diffusion were reported by
T. A. Ryumshina and S. P. Il’yashenko (Donetsk).
Further video photographic observations of Pd
surfaces over courses of absorption and desorption of H were shown by M. V. Goltsova, Yu. A.
Artemenko, G. I. Zhirov and V. I. Zaitsev. They
reported measurements over sequences of a + P
and P + a transitions. Grain boundary processes
were investigated at various temperatures and H
pressures by G. I. Zhirov, Yu. A. Artemenko, M.
V., Goltsova and E. A. Sidorova. Peculiarities of
degassing P-phase Pd-Ho.sl at low temperatures
were described by M. V. Goltsova and colleagues,
while G. I. Zhirov and M. V. Goltsova reported
experimental observations of a thermo-baro-elastic-diffusive equilibrium in transforming a- and
P-phase in the Pd-H system.
The International Journal of Hydmgen Energy plans
F. A. LEWIS
to publish selected papers.
Fred Lewis is now retired from Queen’s University Belfast. He
is still actively interested in the effects of hydrogen in metals,
particularly those of palladium and palladium alloys.
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Hydrogen Interactions in Metal Systems
HYDROGEN IN METAL SYSTEMS I1
EDITED BY F. A. LEWIS AND A. ALADJEM, Scitec Publications, Uetikon-Zurich, Switzerland, 2000,517 pages,

ISBN 3-908450-55-1,
U.S.$264, f 150

As the importance of the hydrogen economy
continues to increase, the interactions of hydrogen
with other elements is becoming a sgdicant area
of scientific research. Most metal-hydrogen reactions have been studied to various depths and
reporting this breadth of work is one of the
strengths of “Hydrogen in Metals 11”,a sequel to a
prior publication (1) in the Solid State Phenomena
Series. The book gives a thorough treatment to
hydrogen systems of the elements in Groups 6 to
11 of the Periodic Table. These elements, in their
elemental and alloy states, form the basis for many
engineering materials. The editors, in particular
Fred Lewis, have been in this field for many years;
Lewis’s book on palladium-hydrogen systems is
deemed a cornerstone work (2).
The chapters deal with each group of transition
metals in turn, beginning with chromium, molybdenum and tungsten which lack significant
hydrogen sorption properties, but are the buildrig
blocks of some htgh performance alloy systems.
Chromium (We vanadium) forms ternary hydrides
with elements such as titanium. These hydrogen
storage alloys hold promise for storage and battery
applications.
The reaction of hydrogen with iron introduces
the fundamental treatment of absorption, desorption and diffusion. The permeation of hydrogen
through these materials is also examined, but
becomes more important when dealing with palladium alloys. Little work is reported on reactions of
hydrogen with the first platinum group metals,
ruthenium and osmium, so the need for more
research on understanding hydrogen reactions
with these metals gives an opportunity for fundamental work.
Cobalt is an endothermic absorber of hydrogen
and usually cobalt hydride is formed chemically or
under hlgh hydrogen pressure. Binary systems of
cobalt, rhodium and iridium again require more
understandmg of their reactions with hydrogen as
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little work seems to have been done in this area.
The largest chapter in the book (some twothirds of the book) covers the interactions of
nickel, palladium and platinum with hydrogen. The
chapter first looks at the nickel-hydrogen reaction,
then deals in great detail with platinum, palladium
and their alloys. This chapter provides the reader
with a groundmg in how hydrogen interacts with
these metals, the diversity of the reactions depending on the history of the sample and the method of
measurement, but most important, it shows that a
good understandmg is needed of the fundamental
approach to hydrogen storage and fuelcell electrode
applications. The information on palldum alloys
used in diffusion membranes is equally thorough,
and again presents an area requiring more work
The final chapter deals with copper, silver and
gold. Unlike palladium, these are not absorbers of
hydrogen, but interactions still occur in many
ways. Alloying palladium with this group has given
many alloys for possible hydrogen permeation
membrane applications.
The reference sections reflect the increasing
interest in hydrogen-metal interactions. However,
this volume will probably only interest those in
academia or those researchmg applications. It
would have been useful to have this book in the
context of the emerging hydrogen economy. While
it contains useful material it has some publishmg
flaws which detract from its overall presentation.
The editors have done an excellent job in collating
and summarising a wealth of past and current work
in the field.
DAVID WILLEY
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Recovery of Radiogenic Osmium-187
from Sulfide Copper Ores in Kazakhstan
~

By Zinesh S.Abisheva, Alina N. Zagorognyaya and Tulegen N. Bukurov
Institute of Metallurgy and Ore Beneficiation, Almaty, 480100, Kazakhstan

There are 41 osmium isotopes with mass numbers from 162 to 196 and the majority are unstable.
Only seven stable osmium isotopes occur naturally; these are the ones with mass numbers 184,186,
187,188,189,190and 192.Their abundance varies
and they differ in some of their nuclear characteristics (1, 2). Osmium isotopes were naturally
formed as a result of two different processes.
and aportion
Isotopes 184,186,188,189,190,192
of 187 originated during the initial nucleosynthesis
of elements. Another portion of isotope I8'Os originated as a result of p disintegration of one of the
rhenium isotopes:
1R7

75Re+ ' 87760s

Types of Osmium Deposits

+ !.- + V

where p- is a p-particle, V is a P-disintegration antineutrino, see Figure 1. This process is continuous
and has resulted in the gradual accumulation of the
radiogenic osmium isotope 187, especially in natural materials having a h g h rhenium content. As a
consequence, the proportions between '"0s and
the other osmium isotopes varies over a wide
range (25).
Researchers S. K. Kalinin and E. E. Fain from
Kazakhstan have developed a set of analytical
techniques, includmg the direct quantitative determination of osmium in ores and process products,

187
15 R e 111

4.3 x lolOycars

p- 2.6keV

le7 0 6

16
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Fig. I Scheme of the disintegration of rhenium-I87 to
osmium-187
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a highly sensitive spectrochemical analysis of
source materials and an isotopic analysis of osmium in concentrated samples (2, 6 1 0 ) . The
techniques make use of hlgh-resolution spectroscopic equipment, as well as an appropriate
consideration of physical and chemical properties
of osmium and its spectral features. The limits of
detection are within 1
0
' to
per cent. The
methods developed are believed to be highly reliable and capable of determining osmium with
minimal error in samples of various compositions
and with a wide range of concentrations.

The techniques developed (2,610) have assisted the authors in studying ores and minerals that
occur in various deposits in the territory of the former Soviet Union, and in distinguishing the
following major types of deposits where osmium
isotopes are concentrated:

1 Platinum ore and osmiridium deposits. The
relative to the total amount of
proportion of 1R70s
osmium ranges from 1.4to 1.7 per cent. The major
isotope present is I9*Os.Isotopes "Os, 3 8 9 0 sand
188
0 s are also present.
[j] Sulfide deposits of copper-nickel and other
ores enriched in platinum elements where the isotope IE7Osis found in concentrations of 2 to 3 per
cent and higher.
[iii] Copper-molybdenum deposits in secondary
quartz rocks with rhenium content in molybdenites of 300 to 3000 g t-'. Usually these ores contain
only insignificant concentrations of non-radiogenic osmium isotopes. However, they do
contain practically pure 1 8 7 ~ isotope,
s
in the range
99.0to 99.9 per cent of the total osmium content.
[iv] Some rhenium-containing copper deposits,
such as copper-bearing sandstones and shale,
where the content of radiogenic osmim-187 (i.
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Fig. 2 A sample of
bornite ore from the
Zhezkazgan deposit in
Kazakhstan, containing
the mineral zhezkazganite
&Re%. The arrows
indicate:
pale area - zhezkazganite
pink area - bornite
black area - quariz
This mineral is very rare:
similar samples are mined
for copper; rhenium and
radiogenic osmium-187
The photo was made in the
rejlecfive light immersion
field.
Magnification
x IS00

the osmium identified) is higher than 99.4 per
cent.
The fourth type of deposit includes the
Zhezkazgan sulfide copper ore deposit in
Kazakhstan, see Figure 2, where the authors have
discovered radiogenic osmium and have thoroughly studied its isotopic composition (2, 11).
The research has shown that Kazakhstan has stable raw materials for the production of
osmium-187 isotope. In this connection the possibility that radiogenic osmium production might be
a byproduct of the comprehensive processing of
sulfide copper ores has been addressed.

Distribution of Osmium in the
Products from Sulfide Processing
Copper concentratesare processed via smelting
operations, resulting in the production of cathode
copper, sulfuric acid and ammonium perrhenate.
However, because the initial osmium-187 content
in concentrates is less than 0.000005 wt.% (0.05 g
t-') the recovery of osmium from concentrates is
not possible.
Therefore, in order to identify products with
the highest osmium concentration, for the fust
time during processing of copper raw materials we
studied the distribution of osmium giving the content in the gaseous phase of products generated in
metallurgical, sulfuric acid and rare metal produc-
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tion (12). The results obtained demonstrated that
during electric smelting of the charge, there is
almost no sublimation of osmium. The major
quantity of osmium (91 per cent of its content in
the charge) remains in the matte (which has a high
collectingcapacity) and more than 6 per cent passes into the slag. In the conversion of matte, 56.8
per cent of the osmium passes into converter
gases, 8.5 per cent into ventilation gases, and 26.5
per cent into various dusts in the g a s purification
systems (12).
During scrubbing the gases, before their use in
the sulfuric acid production process, 40.2 per cent
of the osmium passes into wash solution (wash
sulfuric acid) and 17 per cent passes into slime.
The osmium content of the slime is increased 400
times compared to its initial concentration.
The major source of rhenium production is the
wash sulfuricacid which contains 100 to 400 mg 1-'
rhenium and 0.3 to 0.5 mg 1-' osmium. Rhenium is
recovered &om wash sulfuric acid by liquid-liquid
extraction, using uialkylamine in kerosene.
Rhenium is recovered ftom impregnated organic
matter in the form of solid ammonium perrhenate
salt by treatment with ammonia solution. In the
liquid-liquid extraction of the wash sulfuric acid,
about 15 per cent of the osmium passes into the
organic phase, while 25 per cent remains in the
spent sulfuric acid - rafhnate.
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In the subsequent rhenium stripping, 9 per cent
of the osmium is concentrated in the mother liquor
generated from the solid-phase stripping. The
osmium concentration in the mother liquor is 80
to 100 times hgher than in the wash sulfuric acid.
m e stripping, carried out by the ammonia solution, results in the formation of three phases:
organic, mother liquor and salt. Over 20 years of
practice at the plant have shown that there are no
essential problems in separating these phases.)
Hence, it has been determined that the major
osmium concentrators are wash sulfuric acid pmcessing products - mother liquor generated from
the solid-phase stripping of rhenium and lead
slimes containing 15 to 40 mg I-' and 15 to 50 g t-'
osmium, respectively. (Although more than 26 per
cent of the osmium passes into various dusts,
osmium concentration in dusts is not higher than
1 g t-', which does not make the dusts osmium
concentrators (12).)

Recovery of Osmium
To develop effective processes for recovering
osmium from solutions it is necessary to know the
chemical forms in which osmium occurs.
Therefore, the behaviour and chemical reactions
of osmium compounds most probably formed
during gas purification (in the system used for copper production: oso4- H2S04 - SO2 - H20) have
been studied (13).
A number of osmium(vI) sulfite complexes
[0s02(s03),(H20)2]", [oso2(so3),(H20)x]"+2",
and [OSO,(HSO~).(SO~)~.]"~+~
(X = 0 to 1, n = 1
to 4) were shown to form in solution, depending
upon concentration, ratio of the constituents, the
temperature, and time of interaction (ageing). The
complex [Os02(SO~)2(H20)2]"
is the most readily
extracted into tnalkylamine and during the extraction of rhenium from the wash sulfuric acid this
complex is extracted with trialkylamine. m e other
two complexes tend to aggregate and polymerise.
This has been c o n b e d by comparative extraction of the complexes.)
The osmium extraction mechanism has been
identified as outer-sphere substitution (13). During
strippingwith ammonia solution, the rhenium precipitates as a solid salt, but the osmium complex
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passes into the aqueous phase - the mother liquor
generated from the solid-phase stripping of rhenium. This is a multicomponent ammonium sulfate
system. To develop the process for recovering
osmium from the mother liquor, the effect of varying physical and chemical factors which affect
osmium(VI) convedons (concentration of constituents, temperature and solution
have
been investigated, during formation and storage
of the mother liquor, in the following system:
[OSO~(SO$~(H~O)$
- N h O H - (Nh)2S04 - H2O

-

(14).
The results of the investigations suggest possible chemical processes which may be occurring
during osmium stripping (14). Decreases in ammonia concentration and increases in the ammonium
sulfate content and temperature during stripping
result in the formation of the insoluble ammonium
form (NH&[OSO~(SO~)~(H~O)~]
and its water-soluble N-coordinated ammine derivative, the anion
part of which can be represented as
[OSO~(SO~)~(NH~)~]"-.
With increasing mother
liquor storage time, the portion of soluble complex
is increased. We have determined that water-soluble ammine derivatives of osmium are converted
into the insoluble form (NH&[OSO~(SO~)~(NH~)~]
in sulfuric acid solution (14).
The method for recovering osmium from the
process mother liquor is based on the formation of
the insoluble form. To produce concentrate suitable for r e h n g , recovered osmium-containing
residue was roasted under reducing conditions.
Metallic radiogenic osmium was produced from
concentrate using well-known methods of distillation, precipitation and hlgh-temperaturehydrogen
reduction (15).
The implementation of t h i s technology of p r e
cessing mother liquor derived f b m solid-phase
sttipping of rhenium results in an average recovery
from these solutions of 80 per cent of the osmium
metal. (80 per cent is direct recovery of osmium
from the mother liquor, the other 20 per cent in
solid and liquid byproducts is recycled.) Analysis
carried out by various methods (6-9) has shown
that the chemical purity is 99.95 per cent and the
isotopic purity is 99.4 f 0.2 per cent of osmium-187.
Lastly, it should be noted that another source of
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radiogenic osmium production is sulfuric acid
slimes resulting from copper production. The
basis of the slime is lead sulfate. For effective
osmium recoveq at the refining stage, a prelimnary enrichment of the slime by removal of lead
compounds is beneficial. In this connection studies have been undertaken to develop a process for
the production of osmium concentrate and tribasic lead sulfate (IBLS).
The process includes pre-carbonisation of
slimes with sodium carbonate solution followed by
leaclung of the carbonate cake with nitric acid,
precipitation of lead sulfate from the nitrate solutions, and production of TBLS from it (16).
Osmium is concentrated in the resulting insoluble
residue. Osmium in the concentrate is 25 times
&her than in the initial slime. It is suitable for the
separation and production procedures described
above.

Conclusions
The technical feasibility of producing natural
stable radiogenic osmium-187 isotope from rhenium-containing raw materials available in
Kazakhstan has been demonstrated. The research
performed suggests that osmium-187 could be
produced in larger quantities and with hgher purty than physical methods of separation allow.
Further ways of utilising the “’0s isotope would
be a powerful incentive to commercialise production and could also contribute to the development
of work on other naturally-occurring stable
isotopes.
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ABSTRACTS
of current literature on the platinum metals and their alloys
PROPERTIES
Theoretical Study of the Interaction of Molecular
Hydrogen with PdCu(ll1) Bimetallic Surfaces
C. SOUSA,V.BERTIN and F. ILLAS,]. Pbs. Chem. B,2001,105,
(9), 1817-1822
A density functional duster model approach was
applied to the interaction of HZ with two different
cluster models of PdCu(ll1). Despite the similar surface morphology of the two bimetallic clusters,
P&Cq and PdCuIz,they exhibit different reactivity
towards Hz. A single surface Pd atom coordinated to
other Pd atoms in the second layer is able to trap and
dissociate Hz at a very low energy cost, so is a potential
active site for catalysis. Thus, electronic or ligand
effects are important in this activity towards Hz.

Metallacyclic Platinum(l1) Bis(su1fonamides)
c.EVANS, w. HENDERSON and^. K NICHOLSON, Inoz. Cbim.
A&, 2001, 314, (1-2), 4 2 4 8
Metallacyclic Pt(II) bis(sulfonamid0) complexes (1)
were prepared by the reaction of cis-[ptcl~L~]
(L =
PPh,; L = cod) with RSO~NHCHZCHZNHSO~R,
RSOzNHCHzCHM&HSOzR~
RSOzNHC&NHSO&
(R = Ph,pC,H&ie) and AgzO. The only significant
bands in the IR spectra of (I) are those associated
]'
with the sulfonyl groups. (I) give strong [M + H
ions in their positive ion elecnospray mass spectra.

Pd(en) as a Sequence-Selective Molecular Pinch
for a-Helical Peptides
I. HAMACHI, N. KASAGI, S. KIYONAKA, T. NAGASE,
Y.MIM-OK.&~~~S.SHINKAI,
C h . Lett.Jp,2001, (l),16-17

Pd(II)(ethylenediamine) (1) was found to selectively
stabilise an a-helix conformation of peptides having
two histidine (HIS)
residues at i and i + (3 or 4) posiJ . 2. JIANG, Y. X. ZHUANG, H. RASMUSSEN, N. NISHNAMA,
tions. Helix conformations of the other peptides
k 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ a n d c . ~ ~ ~ , E ~ ~ ~ . L e f(2),
t . 182-186
, 2 0 0 1 , 5having
4 , one or two His at diffefentpositions are destaThe effect of pressure on the crystallisation behav- bilised. The interactions between (1) and peptides
iour of Pd&u30NiloP20bulk glass having a wide were monitored by circular dichroism spectroscopy.
supercooled liquid region was investigated by in situ
high-pressure and kh-temperature X-ray powder Ship-in-Bottle Synthesis of Anionic Rh Carbonyls
diffraction using synchrotron radiation. At 0-4 GPa,
the crystallisation temperature increases with pressure in Faujasites
L. BRABEC and]. N O V k O V A , j . MoL Cutd A: chem., 2001,
and has a slope of 11 K GPa-'.
166, (2), 283-292
Direct carbonylation of p(NH3)sC1]ZC ion
Effect of Heat Treatment of Pure and Carbonexchanged in Na and K faujasites gives carbonyls,
such as ~ ( C O ) Z ]and
'
w ( C 0 ) 1 5 ] ~Polynudear
.
Polluted Rhodium Samples on the
anionic Rh carbonyls are formed at 25-1OO0C, if H20
Low-Temperature Resistivity
is present in sufficient amount. Higher carbonylation
K LEFMANN, T. A. KNuuTIlLq J. E. MARTIKAINEN, L T. KUHN
temperature as well as higher zeolite dehydration
and K K NUMM1LA, ]. Mu&. sd.,2001,36, (4),839-844
The maximal value of the residual resistivity ratio prior to carbonylationgive w(CO)z]'; this complex
(RRR) for a 25 pm thick Rh foil was 1050 at > 1400°C can be changed to polynudear Rh carbonyls at lower
and 1 pbar pure Oz, Another batch of foils, con- temperature and in the presence of HzO. These
taining less magnetic impurities, showed a RRR of changes proceed reversibly.
only 600. A 0.4 mm thick single crystal was heat treated to a RRR value of 740. C impurities from oil were Osmium Dithiophosphates. Synthesis, X-Ray
found to be quite detrimental to the resistivity.
Crystal Structure, Spectroscopic and

Crystallization of PdroCu30NiloPza
Bulk Glass under
Pressure

-

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
Selective Formation of Integrated Stacks of
(a-Diimine)(ethylenediamine)platinum(ll) and
Neutral I Systems of the Phenanthrene Type
M. KATO, J. TAKAHASHI, Y.SUGIMOTO, C. KOSUGE, S. KISHI
and S. YANO,]. Chem. SOC.,Dalton Trans..,2001, (5), 747-752

Pt(en)L]'+ complexes (1) (L = bipy, phen) with a
planar a-diimine ligand and a non-planar diamine ligand form 1:l integrated stacks talung up free phen
and phenanthrene selectively. The composite crystals
with PF, exhibit emission spectra which originate
from the 3 ~ ~ * (state
L ) of (1) in the integrated stack.

Pbdnnunr Metuh h.
2001,45,
,
(3), 136140

Electrochemical Properties
P. u. JAIN, H. PAUL, P. MLINSHI,M. G. WALAWALKAR and
2001,20, (3-4), 245-252
(R0)2PSCNH4' (R = Me, Et) reacts with
(NH&0s'"Br6 in MeOH under NZto give one-electron paramagnetic complexes [Os"'{ (RO);PS2}3] (1)
in the solid state. However, in the solution state, (1)
are transformed selectively into the diamagnetic complexes [{~O)~PS~}~O~"'-O~'"{SZP(RO)Z}~]
(2) where
the paramagnetic Os(I1I) centres are antiferromagnetically coupled. (2) are susceptible to undergo
stereoretentive electrochemical oxidations and reducand
tions to [{(RO)~PS~}~OsN-Os'"{S~P(RO)z}~]z+
[{(RO),PS~}3 ~ s 1 1 - ~ s{1 S
' z ~ ~ O3]'-,
) z }respectively.
G. K LAHIM, Po&dmn,
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Effect of Power Ultrasound on the Electrochemical
Platinum I HCOOH Interface
c.LE NAOUR, PH. MOISY,J. u IJ~GER,c.PETRIERand c.MADIC,
J. Efectnwiul. Chem., 2001,501, (1-2), 215-221
Investigation of HCOOH oxidation on a Pt electrode showed that low-intensity ultrasound (- I,, = 2
W cn-2) increases the potential oxidation zone and
the current intensity. The catalytic activity of the
newly reduced Pt was also seen to increase significantly under ultrasound, dependtng upon the upper
potential investigated during Pt oxidation.

Commensurate Water Monolayer at the
Ru02(110)Mlater Interface
Y. s. CHU, T. E. LISTER,

w. G. CULLEN. H. YOU and z. NAGY,
Pbs. Rev. Lett.,2001, 86, (15), 3364-3367
Molecular level details of surface redox processes
occurring on the RuOz(ll0) surface under Hz0 were
established by utilising the measurement of selected
surface X-ray scattering rods which are extremely
sensitive to the position of surface 0 atoms. At anocic potentials (close to 0 2 evolution), the extraneous
HzOlayer and surface OH layer form a bilayer with a
0-H-O bond distance similar to that of ice X At
cathodic potentials, the HzO molecules converted
from the bridging OH molecules to form a lowdensity HzOlayer.

PHOTOCONVERSION
Spectroscopy and Photochemical Reactivity of
Cyclooctadiene Platinum Complexes
and S. zAr5,J. Otgutiomet.Chem.,
2001,620, (1-2), 202-210
me optical transitions of [(coD)P~Q),] (1) Q =
alkyl, akynyl, phenyl) were determined by absorption
spectroscopy, spec& deconvolution and qua”-chemical
me observed photoreac~vity
is wavelength dependent and observed reaction mtes
with the donor
of R me photochemical reactivity of (1) was greatly increased by the
replacementof methyl by stronger donating R groups,
such as benzyl, adamantylmethyl or impropyl.
A KLEIN,J. VAN SLAGEFSN

Synthesis and Structural Characterisation of
Luminescent Di- and Tri-Nuclear Palladium(ll)
Acetylide Complexes as Building Blocks for
Metallodendrimers
v. w.-w.YAM, L. ZHANG, c.-H. TAO, K M.-C. WONG and K-K
C ~ U N GJ., Cbem. Soc., Dalton Trum., 2001,(7), 1111-1 116
trans-Pd(PEt3)zClz reacts with 1,3,5-triethynylbenzene and 1,3-diethynyl-5-triisopropylsilylethynylbenzene, in the presence of HNEtz and a Cum catalyst, to give luminescent 1,3,5-[Cl(Et3P)zPdC~~&H3
(1) and 1,3-[Cl(Et3P)zPdC=C]~-5-[(’Pr)3SiCkC]C&
(2), respectively. (1) and (2) can be used as buildmg
blocks for the construction of metallodendrimers.(1)
and (2) are emissive in EtOH-MeOH glass at 77 K.

Phtincm Metah Rm, 2001,45, (3)

A New Bridging Ligand for the Synthesis of
Luminescent Polynuclear Ru(ll) and Os(ll)
Polypyridine Complexes
A. BORJE, 0.KOTHE and A. J W S , Nw]. Cbem., 2001,25, (4,

191-193
(1)~@py-O-bpy
= bW(22’l$~@p~)*@p~-O-b
~)l”
bipyridinyl)] ether) has been synthesised by reacting
4hydroxy2,2’-bipyridine with a Rum-coordinated
4-bromo-2,2’-bipyridine ~u@py)~(Br-bpy)]~+.
(1)
reacts with [Os@py)zClz]to give [@py)zRu(pbpy-Obpy)O~@py)2]~’
(2). (1) reacts with ~u@py)zClz]to
give [@py)~Ru@-bpy-O-bpy)Ru@py)~]~+ (3). The
polynuclear complexes (2) and (3) display similar
luminescence properties as l$~@py)~]”.

Spectroscopic Studies of Colloidal Solutions of
Nanocrystalline Ru(bpy)P-Zeolite Y
N. B. CASTAGNOLA

and P. K DU?TA, J. Phy. Cbem. B, 2001,

105, (S), 1537-1542

Ru@py)?-zeolite Y (1) dispersed in toluene to
yield a transparent solution was studied by transmission spectroscopic techniques. For (1)in suspension
at I Img/IO cm’, scatteringis sufficiently low so that
all the Ru@py)Y trapped in the zeolite is measured
by optical spectroscopy. In the Ru@py)?-viologen-zeolite Y system, intmzeolitic electron transfer
from the photogenerated viologen radical to
Ru@py)Pwas followed by flash photolysis to obtain
information about the electron-transferprocess.

ELECTRODEPOSITION AND SURFACE
COAT1NGS
Preparation and Electrocatalytic Activity of R/Ti
Nanostructured Electrodes
L.-B. LAI, D.-H. CHEN andT.-C.HUANG, J.Mu&. chnn., 2001,
9‘‘

p)5(

1491-1494

‘dTi nanosmcmed electrodes

were prepared,
first by the electrophoreticdeposition of Pt nanopatOn a Ti supPo%
heat
The electrocatalytic activity of (1) for the oxidation of
Pt
HCooH was much hher
thanthat Of a
electrode. With increases in the temperature of heattreatment and size of the Pt nanoparticles, the
electrocatalytic activity of (1) decreased due to sintering and reduction of ;he specific surface area.

Effects of Electroless Plating Chemistry on the
Synthesis of Palladium Membranes
Y.s. CHENG and K L YEUNG,]. Membrane Sci., 2001,182,

(1-2), 195203
The effects of plating chemistry on plating efficiency and on the membrane microstructure of Pd
deposits on porous glass and stainless steel supports
are reported for PdClZ/NazEDTA/NfiOH/N,H,
(1) and PdClz/NfiCl/NfiOH/Na,H,POz (2) plating baths. (2) has a slower plaadng rate, but provides
better plating efficiency than (1). The oxidation of
hypophosphite in (2) produces Hz,which has a detrimental effect on the deposited Pd hlm.
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APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS

Determination of Methane and Other Small
Hydrocarbons with a Platinum-Nafion Electrode
by Stripping Voltammetry
P. JACQUINOT, B. MiiLLER.B. WEHRLI and P. c. HAUSER, A d

Strong Promotional Effects of Li, K, Rb and Cs on
the Pt-Catalysed Reduction of NO by Propene
M. KONSOLAKIS and I. V. YENTEKAKIS, Appl. Catal. B:

Chin. Acta,2001,432, (l),1-10
C& in the gas phase can be determined via preadsorption on a dispersed Pt electrode backed by
Nafion which is in contact with 10 M HzSOc The
adsorption process is strongly temperature dependent with an activation energy of 8.7 kcal mol-'.
During the anodic sweep the adsorbed CH, is oxidised at the potential of the onset of formation of the
Pt oxide monolayer. A linear calibration curve was
obtained at 0.1-5% CH, in Nz, with a detection limit
of 130 ppm (J/N= 3).

Ammonia-Sensing Characteristics of pt and SiOz
Doped Sn02 Materials
Y.-D. WANG, X-H. wu. Q. SU,Y.-F.LIand z.-LZHOU, SoM-State
Ekhn., 2001,45, (2), 347-350
Pt and SiOz doped SnOz material was found to
exhibit a high sensitivity and good stability to NH3
gas. The assistant catalyst SiOzhas no catalytic activity when used alone. However, when it is used with
Pt, it improved remarkably the activity of the Pt catalyst and extended the life of the catalyst The sensing
mechanism of the sensor was analysed.

Combinatorial Discovery of Alloy Electrocatalysts
for Amperometric Glucose Sensors
Y.SUN, H. BUCK and T. E. MALLOUK, A n d Chem., 2001,73,

0,1599-1604
Combinatorial methods were employed to search
for active alloy electrocadysts for use in enzyme-free
amperometricglucose sensors. Electrode arrays (715member) containing combinations of Pt, Pb, Au, Pd
and Rh were prepared and screened by converting
anodic current to visible fluorescence. The most
active compositions contained both Pt and Pb. A
range of binary, ternary and hgher Pt-Pb alloy compositions were found to resist poisoning in glucose
solution and allowed glucose to be sensed amperomettically at potentials negative of the oxidation of
common interfering agents.

The Fabrication of Reproducible Superconducting
Scanning Tunneling Microscope Tips
0. NAAMAN, w. TEIZER and R. c. DYNES, Rev. Sci. Instnrm.,
2001,72, (3), 1688-1690
Superconducting scanning tunnelling microscope
tips have been fabricated by sequential deposition of
superconductingPb and a proximity-coupled Ag capping layer onto a Pb.&,.z tip. The tips were
characterised by tunnellulg into both normal-metal
and superconducting films. The observed t u n n e w
characteristics in both superconduaor/insur/
normal-metal (S/I/N) and S/I/S configurations and
their temperature dependence were as expected.

Platinum M e f d Rev., 2001, 45, (3)

Environ., 2001,29, (2), 10S113

The catalytic reduction of NO by propene over Pt/
y-AIzO3 exhibits strong promotion by alkalis such as
Li, K, Rb and Cs at 450-800 K The best promotion is with Rb, when rate increases, by as much as
420-, 280- and 25-fold, are obtained for the formation rates of Nz,COZ and NzO, respectively, in
comparison with the unpromoted Pt/y-AlzO,. The
selectivity towards N2 is improved, from 20% using
the alkali-free unpromoted Pt catalyst, to > 90% for
the optimally alkali-promotedPt catalyst. Promotion
is due to the effects of alkalis on the relative adsorption strengths of reactant species.

-

-

Single-Event Rate Parameters for the
Hydrocracking of Cycloalkanes on WUS-Y
Zeolites
G. G. MARTENS, J. w . TWYBAUT and G. B. MARIN,

Ind. Eng.

Chem. Res., 2001,40, (8), 183S1844

A single-event kinetic model is applied to the
hydrocracking of cydoalkane model components on
two bifunctional Pt/US-Y zeolites at 49S573 K,
1 C 5 0 bar and molar H2:hydrocarbon ratio of 50300. Kinetic parameters were determined for the
reaction families typical for cydoalkane hydrocracking such as intra-ring alkyl shift, protonated cydopropane branching, and exo- and endocyclic P-scission.

Gold-Platinum Alloy Nanoparticle Assembly as
Catalyst for Methanol Electrooxidation
Y. LOU, M. M. MAYE, L. HAN, J. LUO

and c.-J.ZHONG, Chem.

commun., 2001, (5), 4 7 w 7 4

The preparation of a thiolate-capped Au-Pt alloy
nanoparticle assembly (1) (metallic core and organic
shell) involved Schiffrin's two-phase synthesis. A 5:l
feed ratio (Au:Pt) of HAuC4 and KzPtCb was
employed. The average core size of (1) was 2.5 k
0.4 nm. (1) was shown to be a novel catalyst for electrooxidation of MeOH. The MeOH oxidation is
mediated by surface oxide redox species.

-

Supported Palladium as Catalyst for
Carbon-Carbon Bond Construction (Heck
Reaction) in Organic Synthesis
and L. DJAKOVITCH, Catal. To&,
2001,66, (l), 105114
Pd/MO, and Pd/zeolite catalysts exhibit high
activity and selectivity in C-C coupling reactions of
aryl bromides with olefins (Heck reaction). The supported Pd particles and entrapped Pd complexes
exhibit high activity towards the Heck reaction at
very small Pd concentrations (0.1 mol%). Catalytic
activity is determined by the nature of the support
and the Pd dispersion. The catalysts can be recycled
and reused without loss in activity.
K KOHLER, M. WAGNER
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Suzuki Coupling with Ligandless Palladium and
Potassium Fluoride
G. w. KABALKA. v. NAMBOODIRI and L. WANG, Cbem.

Computational Study of a New Heck Reaction
Mechanism Catalyzed by Palladium(ll/lV) Species
A. SUNDERMA", 0.UZAN andJ.M. L. MARTIN,

Cbem. Ewr.

Commun., 2001, (8), 775

I., 2001,7,

A ligandless Pd catalysed Suzuki coupling reaction
has been established.Aromatic iodides readily couple
with arylboronic acids in the presence of Pd powder
and KF when the reactions are carried out in MeOH.
The reaction can also be utilised to couple benzyl
bromides with arylboronic acids, but aryl bromides
and chlorides are ineffective substrates. Aliphatic
boronic acids are also not reactive. The Pd metal can
be recovered and recycled by a simple decantation of
the reaction solution.

Quantum chemical calculations using density functional theory on a model system (diphosphinoethane; ethylene and phenyl iodide) show that the
major steps of a Pd"/PdN and a Pdo/Pdn pathway in
the Heck reaction are structurally similar. A major
difference is found for the oxidative addition step of
the G I bond to the Pd centre. This is a rate determining step for the Pd"/Pd'" mechanism, which is
facile for a Pdo catalyst The Pdn/PdN mechanism is
feasible only with a weakly coordinatingligand present

Pd(ll)-Hydrotalcite-Catalyzed Selective Oxidation
of Alcohols Using Molecular Oxygen

Palladium-Tetraphosphine Catalysed Allylic
Substitution in Water

and s.UEMURA, Bull.
Cbem. Soc. Jpn., 2001,74, (I), 165-172
Pd(II)/hydrotalcite (1) was prepared by mixing
Pd(OAc)z, pyridine and hydrotalcite in toluene at
80°C for 1 h, followed by filtration,washing, and drying under vacuum at room temperature. (1) is
effective for the oxidation of alcohols using 0 2 as
sole oxidant. Various alcohols are readily converted
to the correspondmg aldehydes or ketones selectively in high to excellent yields. (1) is also suitablefor the
oxidation of unsaturated alcohols, such as geraniol
and nerol, without any isomerisation of an alkenic
part. (1) could be reused several times without
loosing its catalytic activity.

M. FEUEWEIN, D. LAURENTI. H. DOUCET and M. SANTELLI,

N. KAKIUCHI, T. NISHIMLJRA, M. INOUE

H0MOG ENEOUS CATALYSIS
Preparation of a New FerroPHOS Derivative for
Palladium-Catalyzed Asymmetric Allylic
Alkylations
J.KANG.J. H. LEE andJ.S.CHOI, Tei'rubeh:Asymeby, 2001,
12, (l),33-35
A' new C2-symmettic only cylindrically chiral
FerroPHOS derivative having (l-methoxy-lmethy1)ethyl substituents was synthesised and tested
in the pd(x-allyl)Cqz-catalysed asymmemc allylic
alkylation of 1,3-diphenylprop-2-en-l-y1acetate.
500 turnovers) and enantioHigh catalytic activity (I
selectivity (ee 596.3%) were achieved.

(8), 1703-1711

TetrabedmnLet.,2001,42, (12), 2313-2315

k,k,ni-l,2,3,4-Teaakis(diphenylphosphinomethyl)cyclopentane/pdCI(C,Hs)12 (1) catalyses allylic amination in H2O with very high substrate:catalyst ratio
in good yields. A turnover number of 980,000 was
achieved for the addition of dipropylamine to allyl
acetate with (1). (1) is stable in HzO.This is probably
due to the four diphenylphosphinoakylgroups stereospecifically bound to the same face of the cyclopentane ring.All four phosphines probably cannot
bind to the same Pd centre at the same time, but
these phosphines, along with steric factors, increase
the coordination of the +d
to the Pd complex.

Water-Soluble Cyclopalladated Aryl Oxime:
A Potent 'Green' Catalyst
E. W. BEZSOUDNOVA and k D. RYABOV,].

ofgummet. Cbem.,
2001,622, (1-2), 38-42
Orthopalladated aryloxime (1) with a 15-crown-5
motif was prepared in 72% yield by the exchange of
cydopalladated ligands from the oxime of 4'-acetylbenzo-15-crown-5 and orthometallated N,A-dimethylbenzylamine, ~~(CFC&I&H~NM~~)CI]~.
The
HzO solubility of (1) is more than ten times hgher
than that of the related complex without the crown
fragment and increases further in the presence of
hIg@l).(1) was used as a catalyst for the biomimetic
hydrolysis of Cnitropheny12,3-&ydroxybenzoate.

Nature of the Interaction between PSubstituents
and the Ally1 Moiety in (q3-Allyl)palladium
Complexes
K. J.s m o , Cbem. $06. b.
2001,30,
,
(2). 136143

Y. WANG and S.ZHu,TetmAedmn,2001,57, (16), 338S3387

P-Substituted (q3-ally1)Pd complexes (1) are key
intermediates in synthetically important highly selective Pd-catalysed transformations. The electronic
interactions occurring between the P-substituents
(Cl, OR, OAc and SiR3) and the allyl-metal moiety in
(1) have been shown to influence: the structure of (1);
the kinetic and thermodynamic stability of (1); and
the regiochemisay of the nucleophdic attack on the
allyl moiety. (44Refs.)

The RhZ(OAc), catalysed reactions of ethyl 2-diazofluoroalkylacetoacetate with vinyl ethers were
investigated. Fluoroalkyl-substituted 2-diazo-1,3dicarbonyls with isobutyl vinyl ethers gave dihydrofuroates in good to excellent yields. Ethyl 2-fluoroalkyl-3-furoates were readily obtained by an
acid-catalysed alcohol elimination. Similarly, stable
diazo compounds reacted with cydic vinyl ethers to
give 1,3-&polar cycloaddition products.

PfatinutnMetals Keu., 2001, 45, (3)

A Simple Synthesis of Fluoroalkyl Substituted
Dihydrofurans by Rhodium(l1)-Catalyzed
1,3-Dipolar Reactions
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Utility of Osmium(l1) in the Catalysis of
Asymmetric Diels-Alder Reactions
and J. P A M , ofpiometu~/icf,2001, 20, (4),
697-699
Lewis acid complexes [(q 6-Cy)OsC1(L)](SbF6)(
I
=,
(9-BINAP, (q-BINPO) were synthesised and used
to prepare the formally dipositive 16-electron Lewis
acid species [(q'-Cy)Os(L)](SbF& (1). (1) catalyse the
Diels-Alder condensation of methacrolein or ethylacrolein with cyclopentadiene in h g h ee (> 90%). (1)
with the non-Cz-symmetric bisphosphine monoxide
was much more effective than with the Cz-symmetric
bisphosphine.

J. W. FALLER

In Situ 'H-PHIP-NMR Studies of the Stereoselective
Hydrogenation of Alkynes to (0)-Alkenes
Catalyzed by a Homogeneous [Cp*RuI+ Catalyst
D. SCHLEYER, H. G. NIESSEN and J. BARGON, Nm]. Chem.,
2001,25, (3), 42M26
[Cp*Ru(alkene)]' (1) truns-hydrogenates internal
alkynes directly and stereoselectively to (Q-alkenes
(2). Stereoselectivity was studied by in situ PHIPNhfR @'HIP = para-hydrogen induced polarisation).
Different alkyne substrates were used to demonstrate
the universal applicability of (1). However, (1) does
not exhibit any hydrogenation activity towards 1alkynes. A mechanism proceeding via a binuclear
complex is proposed to explain the formation of (2).

FUEL CELLS
A Novel Ni-CERMET Electrode Based on a Proton
Conducting Electrode

Platinum-Based Alloys as Oxygen-Reduction
Catalysts for Solid-Polymer-Electrolyte Direct
Methanol Fuel Cells
M.NEERGAT, A. K. SHUKLA and K. s. GANDHI, J. AppL
Ekdmthem., 2001,31, (4), 373-378
Electrocatalytic activities of binary: Pt-Co/C (l),
Pt-Cr/C and Pt-Ni/C, and ternary-. Pt-Co-Cr/C and
Pt-Co-Ni/C, alloy catalysts towards 0 2 reduction in
SPE-DMFCs were investigated at 70 and 90"C, both
at ambient and 2 bar O2pressures. (1) exhibits superior activity relative to Pt/C and other alloy catalysts.
(1) improves the performance of SPE-DMFCs.

Ht and HJCO Oxidation Mechanism on W C , Ru/C
and Pt-Ru/C Electrocatalysts
L. GIORGI,A. POZIO, c. BRACCHINI,R. GIORGI and s.T U R T ~ J ,
J. AppL Elecfmchem.,2001,31, (3), 325334
The oxidation kinetics of Hz and Hz + 100 ppm CO
were investigated on Pt/, Ru/ and Pt-Ru/hlgh surface area C electxocatalysts. The atomic ratios of
Pt:Ru were 3, 1 and 0.33. Impedance measurements
in H2S04, at open circuit potential, indicated different
mechanisms for Hz oxidation on Pt/C (Tafd-Volmer
path) and Pt-Ru/C (Heyrovslq-Volmer path). These
mechanisms also occur in the presence of CO. The
best performances were achieved with Pt:Ru of 1.

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Microstructural and Interfacial Properties of the
Ru/p-lnP( 100) Heterostructures

L N. VAN IUJ,
J. LE, R C. VAN LANKHOOT andJ. SCHOONMAN,

T. W. KIh4,D. U.LEE,M. JUNG,J. H. LEE,H.J.KIM,D. C. CHOO,
J. Y. KIM and Y. S. YOON,]. Ply$. Chem. SoM, 2001,62, (4),

J. Muter Jci, 2001,36, (5), 1069-1076
A catalytic CH, sensor has been developed based
on s~e0.95YbO.OSoU,
or CaZro.& 1Om electrolytes.
A R u / S r C ~ , ~ ~ Y b o . o ~ Ocell
u / Phas
t sensor stability of
the order of only one day. Long term stability of the
sensor (at least 40 days) is achieved using a NiCaZr0.9Im.lOu CERMET (Ni-CZIlO) electrode.
The sensor response of a Ni-CZIIO/CaZro.,~lOU,/
Pt cell (1) is linear at 600°C and 700°C. The power
output of (I) is 0.01 mW cm".

711-715
Thin Ru layers (1) were grown on p-InP(100) substrates by ion-beam deposition at room temperature.
AES and Rutherford backscattering measurements
showed that (1) have a uniform composition
throughout the layers and relatively sharp Ru/InP
heterointerfaces without significant interdiffusion
problems. TEM measurements showed that an interfacial layer is formed between the polycrystalline Ru
layer and the InP substrates.

Size Effects of Ultrafine Pt-Ru Particles on the
Electrocatalytic Oxidation of Methanol

Conducting Polymer with Metal Oxide for
Electrochemical Capacitor:
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) RuOx Electrode

Y. TAKASU,H. ITAYA, T. IWAZAKI, R h4lYOSHI.T. OHNUMA, W.
SUGIMOTO and Y. MURAKAMI, Chem. Commwz., 2001, (4),

341-342
C1-free Ptw-Ruw/C powders were prepared by an
impregnation method using C black and ethanolic
solutions of Pt(NOz)z(NH& and RuNO(NO3), The
specific activity, .$/A m-' (current density per real
surface area), of the Ptw-Ruw/C powders at 25 and
60°C in aqueous acidic solutions decreases as the size
of the Pt-Ru alloy particles decreases. The mass activity, L S / A g-' (current density per mass of catalyst
metal loaded), had the same dependency when the
size of the alloy particles was < 3 nm in diameter.

-

Phtinum Mctalr Rev., 2001,45, (3)

Ekchvchem.sot.,2001,148,
(2), A156A163
In acidic electrolytes, electrodes made by depositing
RuO, on poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PIDT),
exhibited large capacitance due to contributions from
the double-layer capacitance and the faradaic capacitance. The specific capacitance based on the
combined mass of PEDT-RuO, was 420 F g-' and
the speci6c capacitance based on the mass of RuOz
was 930 F g-'.Energy storage density of a capacitance
cell with a pair of PEDT-RuO, electrodes reached
27.5 Wh kg' when the cell was charged to 1.0 V.

J. HONG, I.-H.YEO andw.PAIK,].
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NEW PATENTS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Rhodium Sulfide Electrocatalyst
U.S. Patent 6,149,782
A catalyst for electroreduction of OZin industrial
electrolysers comprises Rh sulfide coated on one side
of a gas diffusion electrode. The catalyst is hghly
resistant towards corrosion and poisoning by organic
species. It is particularly suitable for use in aqueous
HC1 acid electrolysis, when technical grade acid
containing organic contaminants is employed.

DE NORA SPA.

PHOTOCONVERSION
Tandem Cell for Photoelectrochemical Cleavage
ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE FEDERALE LAUSANNE

WodA@L 01/02,624
A highly efficient tandem cell for cleaving HzO or
seawater to Hz and Oz by visible light comprises two
superimposed electrically-connected photocells. The
photoactive material in the top cell, in contact with
aqueous electrolyte, absorbs blue and green hght, generating Oz and protons from the HzO. The bottom
photocell contains a Ru polypyridyl sensitiser and
converts yellow, red and near IR llght (&om the top
cell) to reduce the protons to Hz. The HZevolution is
catalysed by a thin coating of Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, It, Ni, a
poly- or heteropolyacid of W, V, etc., on the cathode.

Photobiomolecular Deposition of Metallic Particles
U.S.Pahnt 6,162,278

UT-BA?TELLE LLC

Photobiomolecular deposition of metal nanopartides uses a sample comprising an electron donor
(HzO),a protein-chlorophyll photosystem I unit (1)
and a metal precursor, reducible by (l),selected from
Pt, Pd, Ru, Os, Ir, Au, Ag,etc., preferably PtCL]”or
[OSCL]~.Light induces single electron emission in
(l), reducing a single atom of the metal precursor to
form a (l)/metal complex, which is then deposited
on a substrate, such as Au, SOz, AlzO3, glass, etc.

Photolytic Purification of Contaminated Gas
KSE INC.

Canadian A#l 2,307,271

A contaminated gas stream is purified by passing it
through photolytic and photocatalytic stages, simultaneously irradiating it with W. The photocatalyst
contains 0.01-10 wt.% of Pt and/or Pd and oxides of
Ti, Si, Zr, etc. Partially oxidised species and remaining
contaminants are converted to less harmful products.
A synergistic effect is obtained by the process.

ELECTRODEPOSITION AND SURFACE
COATINGS
Replenisher for Palladium Electroplating Baths
Enropean @pL 1,057,902

LUCENT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Pd tetraamine sulfate (l), used for replenishing Pd
electroplating baths, is prepared by contacting Pd
with excess nitrate solution, distilling the Pd nitrate
solution produced at I 115”C, followed by adding Pd
sulfate and “OH.
Pd concentrations in the plating
bath within 5-10 wt.% of the recommended level is
maintained, As (1) is electrochemically inert, corrosion and oxidation of bath components is minimised.

Electroless Deposition of Conductive Material
World 4 p l . 00/79,023

INT. BUSINESS MACHINES c o w .

Electroless deposition of a conductive material onto
a substrate involves pressing the surface of a stamp

wetted by ink containing a PdClz-containingcatalyst
in polar and molecular form @I aqueous or ethanolic
solution) onto the substrate. The substrate is preconditioned. On separation of stamp and substrate at
least part of the catalyst layer is left on the substrate.
The polar catalyst gives high resolution for printing.

Black Ruthenium Plating Solution
WobrMApprl 01/11,113
A black Ru plating solution contains Ru sulfate, sdfamic acid, a thio compound and a sacrificial
oxidising agent to prevent the decomposition of the
thio compound due to anodic oxidation. A stable
black plating is obtained by inhibiting the decomposition of the thio compound (added as a colour
former). The plating obtained can be easily controlled, has hgh gloss, good adhesion to a substrate,
and excellent resistance to corrosion and abrasion.

NIKKO G0UL.D FOIL KK

Palladium Alloy Plating Solution
J@aneseAppl. 2000/303,199
A plating solution for electric and electronic components comprises (ii g 1-’): 1-50 Pd soluble salt,
0.01-50 Cu salt, 50-500 electroconductive compound, 0 . 0 1 4 pyxidine compound and 0.001-2
soluble semimetal compound The metal contents are
40-90 wt.% Pd and 1-60 wt.% Cu. The plated layer
is uniform, has good corrosion resistance and good
germicidal action. Crack formation is prevented.
NISSHIN KASEI KK

Electroless Pd-Mo Alloy Plating
NIPPON KOJUNDO KAGAKU KK

]@anere

Photocatalyst Film for Purifying Water
PREFECTURE
J@aneseA#l. 2001/038,217
A photocatalytic film for pudying HzOcomprises
W oxide with a Pt,Ru or Ru oxide coating. During
HZO purification nitrogen oxide is removed and COZ
decomposed. Acetic acid decomposition is possible.
Catalyst activity is maintained; harmful byproducts are
not formed. ‘Natural‘photoirradiation is sufficient.
OSAKA

Phbntm Metah Rm, 2001,45, (3), 141-144

Appr 2001/003,179

An electroless Pd-Mo alloy plating solution is made

by adding a Mo compound to a Pd plating solution
comprising a Pd compoun& a reducer (acid or salts
of formic or (hypo)phosphorous acids); B hydride
and amine boranes; a complexing agent (NH3 or
amines); a buffer (carbonic acid or borates); and stabilisers (S or Pb compounds). The Pd-Mo layer has
excellent wire bondmg and ball solder bondability.
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APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
Determining a Measurable Quantity by a Solar Cell
FRAUNHOFER GES. FOERDERUNG ANGEWANDTEN

G m u n Appl. 1/99/35,180
A measurable quantity (Q is determined by a solar
cell coated with an indicator, such as Ru and/or a
phthalocyanine complex, the fluorescence or spectral
response of which depends on (Q,in the presence of
natural or artificial light. The method can be used to
determine pH, pressure, temperature or humidity, or
to determine the presence and/or concentration of a
gaseous, liquid or solid substance, especially0 2 , NH,,
SO,, etc., in medicine, biotechnology, etc.

HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS
Converting Particulate Matter in Gasoline Exhaust
JOHNSON M A ~ H E p
Yu 3
European &pl. 1,077,078
Treatment for particulate matter (PM) trapped on a
filter in the exhaust of a stoichiomeuically operated
gasoline engine is described. The method enables use
of the continuously regenerating trap concept and
high S content fuels. A plasma generator converts
HzO in the exhaust into an oxidant to oxidise N O
and/or N2 in the exhaust to NO,. The NO, is then
used to combust the PM. An oxidation catalyst of Pt,
Pd or their mixture is present. NO oxidation to NOz
by plasma occurs without SO2 oxidation to SO,.

HeterogeneousEnantioselective Hydrogenation
WorMAppl.01/00,545
Heterogeneous/enantioselective hydrogenation of

SOLVIAS AG.

prochiral organic a-keto compounds uses Pt as the
catalyst in the presence of a soluble/immobilised chiral aromatic N base with N atom(s) adjacent to a
stereogenic centre. The carbonyl group in the a-ketoacetals is hydrogenated enantioselectively with lugh
selectivity,yield and optical yield. The o p t i d y active ahydroxyacetals produced are intermediates of natural
compounds, pharmaceuticals and pesticides.

Regenerating Sulfur Poisoned Diesel Catalysts
WorMAppL 01/19,500
A diesel engine comprises a combustion management unit and an exhaust gas treatment system
without a NOx trap. The system contains a Pt group
metal catalyst. The combustion management unit can
modulate the &:fuel ratio (k) to 0.90, or preferably to
0.95 or richer when release of significant quantities of
S-containing species from the catalyst components
occurs. The catalyst is thus regenerated.

JOHNSON MA7THEY PLC

Preparation of 2-Phenyl Ethanol
U.S. Putent 6,166,269
The preparation of 2-phenyl ethanol, useful for perfumes, detergents, etc., and for industrial manufacture
of styrene, phenylethyl ester, phenylacetaldehyde,etc.,
involves hydrogenating styrene oxide in an organic
solvent over a supported pgm catalyst, such as 1%
Pd/C, at pH 12-13 and temperature 40-120°C.
NaOH is used as a promoter. This method avoids use
of diethyl ether, ethylene oxide and Ac13. After reaction the catalyst is separated. More than 99.5% of the
styrene oxide is converted to 2-phenyl ethanol with
99.9% selectivity under milder conditions.
COUNCIL SCI. IND. RES.

Direct Catalytic Production of Hydrogen Peroxide
U.S. Putent 6,168,775
A supported noble metal catalyst (as an aqueous
slurry) of Pd in combination with Pt, Au, Ir, Os, Rh
and/or Ru is used for the direct catalytic production
of HzO, from H- and 0-containing feedstreams. The
support (particulate), such as C black, total surface
area 5C500 mz g-', carries 0.1-10 wt.% noble metal
crystals of sizes 1-100 nrn. The metal crystals have a
110 and/or 220 phase exposition and the metal
atoms (Pd) are in a linear alignment pattern on the
metal crystals. HzOz is continuously removed. The
used catalyst can be recycled. The catalyst permits the
process to use lower safer Hz concentrations in 02.
HYDROCARBON TECHNOL. INC.

Highly Loaded Palladium Three-Way Catalyst
Hydrogenation Catalyst for Aromatics Feed Stream
WorldAppl. 01/09,268
A hydrogenation catalyst for use in aromatics feed
streams which contain S comprises 100 ppm-5 wt.%
each of Pt and Pd catalyst on an inert A1,03 carrier
containing 2 50% 8-or 6 - 4 2 0 3 . The Pt and Pd is
combined with the inert
followed by calcining
and reduction. The catalyst has h g h activity and
selectivity,and is tolerant of low to medium S levels.

UNITED CATALYSTS INC.

U.S. Patent 6,187,709
A lowered light-off temperature for a highly loaded
Pd-containing three-way automotive catalyst during
cold-start is claimed. The catalyst is subjected to a
flow of an oxidising gas after engine shut down for a
period of time while being held at 2 450°C. The oxidising gas contains t 0.85 vol.% 0 2 . The catalyst
comprises 2 100 g Pd per ft3 support material and is
the only catalyst in the exhaust system of the vehicle.

FORD GLOBALTECHNOL. INC.

Hydrogenation Treatment of Gas Oil

Catalyst for Butane Conversion

WorMAppl 01/15,805
A catalyst for hydrogenating gas oil, for production
of straight-nm gas oil and blends with hydrocarbon
oils, is described. It comprises 0.1-10 mass% Pt,
0.1-20 mass% Pd and 0.05-1.2 mass% halogen supported on an inorganic oxide containing A 1 2 0 3 of
crystallite diameter 2 M A. A high-quality oil containing 4 10 ppm S with low aromatic content is
obtained. The catalyst can be repeatedly regenerated.

U.S. Putent 6,191,064
A catalyst useful for the conversion of n-butane to
butenes for producing BTX (benzene, toluene and
xylene) is claimed. It is prepared by impregnating
Al,O, with Sn, followed by steam treatment, impregnation with a Pt compound, treatment in air at a
calcining temperature and finally chlorination. The
catalyst increases the production of BTX and has a
greater selectivity for the production of isobutylene.

COSMO OIL CO. LTD.
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PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO.
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H0MOG ENEOUS CATALYSIS
Making late Stage MRSA Carbapenem Intermediates
WodAppL 01/00,624
A method for making late stage MRSA carbapenem
intermediates via one-pot nitromethylation-allylation
involves reacting a carbapenem with a C acid in the
presence of a base. This is followed by Pd-catalysed
substitution of the resulting ally1 compound with a
nucleophile in the presence of a phosphine or phosphite &and. The intermediates are used as antibacted
agents against Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria. This method avoids disadvantages associated with
the Stille coupling and Wimg methods.
MERCK & CO. INC.

Preparation of Amines
AVENTIS RES.&TECHNOL. G.m.b.H. &CO. KG.

G m a n AppL 1/99/ 33611
Amines are prepared by the reductive amination of
aldehyde or ketone with a primary or secondary
amine or NH, in the presence of H2 and a homogeneous catalyst system. The catalyst system comprises
metal atom-hgand complex(es) selected from Pt, Pd,
Rh, Ru,Ir and Ni, and spedic mono- or bidentate,
achiral and/or chiral P-containingItgand(s). The amC
nations can take place under mild conditions giving
amines in high yields at a hgh amine :alcohol ratio.

FUEL CELLS

Catalysts for Asymmetric Synthesis

Methanol Reforming Catalyst

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM PHARM. INC.

Entvpean AppL 1,063,011
A catalyst for steam reforming MeOH for use in a
vehicle fuel cell contains a Pd-Zn alloy and Zn oxide
as the catalytically active component. These are
deposited on a support of Al oxide, Al silicate, Ti
oxide and/or zeolites. Also claimed is a process for
the production of an alloyed catalyst. The catalyst has
high selectivity and specific Hz productiviv.

Wod/&pL 01/18,012
Triphenylphosphines and triphenylarsines having
an ortbo-amidinegroup (1) are useful as chiral bidentate llgands in catalysts for asymmetric syntheses,
such as Heck reactions or hydroformylation. Specific
enantiomers of compounds are synthesised by using
Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, Ir, etc., catalysts and a phosphino- or
arsenoamidine ligand. The chiral hgands can be fine
tuned for a particular asymmetric synthesis by replacing a single substituent. (1) gives higher optical
purities than BINAP or dba.

Bisalkoxycarbonylation of Olefins
DAICEL CHEM. IND. LTD.

U.S. Patent 6,159,891

A catalyst for efficient bisakoxycarbonylation of
olefks, comprises a Pd halide and a novel phosphine
chalcogenide ligand. The corresponding succinate
derivatives may be obtained from olefin in high yields
under moderate conditions. The reaction may be performed in batch, semi-batch or continuous systems,
and reaction products are readily isolated and purified.

DEGUSSA-HUELS A.G.

Electrocatalyst for Fuel Cells
DMC' DEGUSSA METALS CATALYSTSCERDEC A.G.

Eumpean AppL 1,079,452
An electrocatalyst for use in the production of fuel
cells comprises C black carrier containing > 4000
ppm H, and Pt or multimetallic doped or alloyed Pt
as the catalytically active component. A gas diffusion
electrode for the cathode or anode side of a membrane fuel cell contains both a porous catalyst layer
on a hydrophobic conducting substrate material and
the electrocatalyst. The catalyst has a hgh dispersion
of metal particles on the carrier and high activity
during testing the electrochemical system.

Organofunctional Alkyldialkoxysilane Preparation

Water Gas Shifl Reaction Catalyst

U.S. Patent 6,166,238
Organofunctional akyldialkoxysilanes for use as
couphg agents, adhesion promoters, organic polymers, etc., can be prepared by adding an olefin to a
hydroakyldiakoxysilane. The reaction is performed
at elevated temperature in the presence of a Pt catalyst, such as HzPtCI, or a Pt vinylsiloxane. The
formation of hydrosilation byproducts is minimised,
and lower molar excesses of the olefinic reactant can
be used, due to their reduced isomerisation.

MATSUSHITA ELECI?UC WORKS LTD.

CROMPTON COW.

Production of Diaryl Carbonates
U S . Patent 6,172,254
Diaryl carbonates are prepared by contacting a
hydroxyaromatic compound(s), such as phenol, with
0 2 and CO in the presence of a catalyst system. The
catalyst comprises a Group VIIIB metal (preferably
Pd); an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal halide
(preferably NaBr); and a promoter (at least one 2 4 C
aliphatic or 7-1OC aromatic mono- or dinitrile,
preferably acetonitrile or adiponide). The promoter
maximises the effectiveness of the inexpensivehalide.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

P k h u m Metah Ren, 2001,45, (3)

WorM AppL 01/03,828
A water gas shift reaction catalyst is formed by supporting at least Pt on a metal oxide support. The
catalyst is used to remove CO from Hz g a s which is
to be used in a fuel cell electricity-generating system.
O2with the CO removed is then supplied to the fuel
cell for electricity generation. The catalyst removes
CO in H2 gas with good efficiency over a wide temperature range.

Platinum Films for Fuel Cell Electrodes
US. Patent 6,136,704

UT-BA?TELLELLC

A porous Pt metal film is formed by reactive sputtering of a PtO2 layer in an OJinert gas over at least
part of a substrate to form a low density hexagonal
PtOz crystalline phase. The PtO, film is then reduced
to form a porous metal Pt film with a Pt metal density of 1540%. The resulting films are used in making
electrodes for fuel cells, batteries and sensors. The
method involves few processing steps, thus reducing
the manufacturing costs of the films.
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Carbon Monoxide Resistant SPEFC Catalysts

High Coercivity Iron Platinum-Silicon Nitrides

TANAKA KIKINZOKU KOGYO KK

NAT. SCI. COUNCIL

Japanese Appb. 2001/015,121-122
Catalysts for a SPEFC contain Pt, Ru and Mo on C
powder supports in molar ratio 1:(0.25-1):(0.2-0.5);
Pt, Ru and W on C powder supports in molar ratio
1:(0.25-2):(0.25-0.5); and Pt and W on C powder
supports in molar ratio (94):(14). The catalysts
have hgh CO poisoning resistance properties and are
excellent for use in electrode batteries.

Solid Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell
G m a n Appl 1/00/36,981

U.S. Patent 6,183,606
A high coercivity FePt-Si3N4granular composite
thin film, used as a magnetic recordhg media, is produced by magnetron co-sputtering of FePt and Si+14
targets on a low temperature substrate, followed by
annealing in a vacuum. A post-annealed FePt-Si+II
film is granular, has saturation magnetisation (Ms) >
375 emu cm? and in-plane coercivity (Hc) > 2000
Oe. The film has high coercivity, a magnetic easy-axis
parallel to the film plane and improved resistances to
oxidation, corrosion and wear.

AISM SEIKI KK

A SPEFC comprises an electrode catalyst dispersed
in a cellular dispersion layer, forming a gas diffusion
layer. The catalyst comprises Pt, Pt alloy or C dispersed in the pores of a flat element of C fibre
material, metal or sintered C. The design improves
gas permeability and elecmcal conductivity, and provides a uniform distribution of catalyst over the gas
diffusion layer.

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Treatment for Glass Fibre-Braid Electrical Wire
DOW CORNING TORAY SILICONE

Dielectric Capacitor for Ferroelectric Memory
Japanese e
l
.
2000/349,245
A dielectric capacitor, for nonvolatile ferroelecmc
memory, has an upper electrode with two metals MI
and ME in an 0-containing layer. The layer contains,
as MI: Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru or Ir; as MII: transition metal of
Hf, Ta, Zr, Nb, V, Mo, W or rare earth elements,and
0 expressed by M&f&,,
where 90 2 a 2 4,15 2 b
1 2,c 2 4,such that a + b + c = 100 in at.%. Since the
upper electrode has an 0-containing layer of preset
composition, its processing is simplified, which allows
miniaturisation of the capacitor.
SONY c o w .

High Density Laminated Printed Wiring Board
Japanese AppL 2001 /024,332

Enmpean AppL 1,072,565
A treatment agent for a glass fibre-braid coated
elecmcal wire comprises a diorganopolysiloxane (1)
with a viscosity of 10&100,000 mPas at 25°C which
contains at least two alkenyl groups per molecule. It
also comprises an optional organopolysiloxane resin,
a pgm catalyst (containing pgm in 0.1-500 wt. parts
per 1,000,000wt. parts of (l)),an inorganic filler and
an organotitaniumcompound. The composition permeates into the glass fibre-braid, binglass fibrebraid and glass fibres well without surface tackiness.

Hgh density laminated printed wiring board is
manufactured by forming a mask film on a photosensitive resin layer formed on board. A Pd layer
formed upon the laminated resin layers is polished to
predetermined height, so that part of the Pd layer is
removed to form a Cu plating layer on which Cu can
be plated. The mask film has different light transmissivities, corresponding to the position and depth of
each part of the pattern. Insulation between circuits
formed on board is reliably obtained by Pd removal.

Electrode for Storage Capacitor
WO&AppL 01/01,462

ISHIFUKU KINZOKU KOGYO KK.

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES A.G.

An electrode for a storage capacitor, useful for
DRAM, is produced by forming catalytically active
terminal areas (1) of noble metal or conductive noble
metal oxide and catalytically inert insulation area(s).
Organometallic noble metal compound(s) are applied
selectively to the substrate at &120"C to form (1).In
an example, Pt(PF& was deposited. The process
avoids the need for direct structurisation of electrode
material, which is often difficult to etch.

Use of Palladium in Integrated Circuits
U.S. Patent 6,159,769
A semiconductor is formed by applying Pd layer(s)
on electrical contact point(s) of a substrate and disposing an unset, conductive polymer bump on the Pd
layer(s). The connections are flexible during thermal
expansion and contraction, thus reducing failure rate
of semiconductor assemblies during bum-in and use.
Flip-chip type semiconductor dies, Si wafers and
printed cirmit boards can be made by this method.
MICRON TECHNOLOGY MC .

Ph'innm Metah Rcv., 2001, 45, (3)

NEC TOYAMALTD.

Electroconductive Film Formation
Japanese AppL 2001/043,733
An electroconductive film for circuits and elec-

trodes on ceramic bases is claimed. It includes: 0.1-1
Pd or Pt powder in Ag, with 1-3 wt.% Cu and
Cu coprecipitation powder and a glass frit binder.
Improved adhesion of the solder h e s 6lm to base.

wt.%

Silver-Palladium Electrodes for Thermistor
]apaneseAppl 2001/044,007
A thermistor element with negative characteristic
comprises Ag-Pd electrodes and Ag terminal electrodes at the centre of the surface of the AgPd
electrodes.The thermistor element is firmly clamped
by springs to the Ag terminal centre, and the whole
structure is packaged. The arrangement has good
resistance to destruction when a heavy-duty solenoid
is used.
MURATA MFG. CO. LTD.

The New Patents abstracts have been prepared from
material published by Derwent Information Limited.
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